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Fundamental physics-based modeling integrated with relevant experimentation provides
an effective framework to study a variety of transport processes in porous media. The
work includes the development of a multiphase porous media model and magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) experiments to study and optimize two processes: microwave
combination heating and microwave puffing. Microwave combination heating involves
electromagnetic heating combined with other heating modes. The material heated dur-
ing the process was modeled as a rigid porous medium with multiple phases and modes
of transport. The model included three different phases: solid matrix, water and gas
(water vapor and air), and considered pressure driven flow, binary diffusion and phase
change. The 3D multiphase porous media model was coupled with electromagnetics and
was solved using finite element method. Microwave puffing refers to significant struc-
tural changes in the material due to high pressure development caused by phase change
during rapid heating. The two-way coupling of multiphase porous media transport and
large deformation, which is critical to accurately simulate the microwave puffing pro-
cess, was implemented. MRI and other experiments were designed to obtain spatial
temperature and moisture distributions in the material during the heating process to val-
idate the computational models. The results from computations and MRI experiments
were analyzed to provide comprehensive and fundamental understanding and to thereby
optimize the processes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Heat, mass and momentum transport in porous media is a complicated process and
finds application in a number of fields- biomedical applications, groundwater flow, reser-
voir flow, fuel cells, industrial drying of ceramics, wood and foodstuffs, food processing
and pharmaceuticals, to name a few. In most of these materials, the flow comprises
of multiple phases and modes of transport. In addition, many of these processes are
accompanied with complex heating mechanisms such as microwave or electromagnetic
heating. Intensive heating of porous materials containing water leads to phase change
throughout the material and structural changes when the associated pressures become
large. For intensive heating situations, the deformations may be large and it thereby in-
troduces additional non-linearity in the problem. Hygroscopicity of the material further
increases the complexity in such situations. To understand and optimize processes such
as those discussed above, it is critical to develop fundamentals based models that can
resolve the different physics involved. Grossly simplified description of such problems
in absence of precise engineering understanding does not help towards the development
and optimization of such processes since the models tend to be ad hoc and cannot readily
be applied to different conditions.
This work aims to develop a generic framework for modeling multiphase transport in
rigid and deformable porous media that is hygroscopic with proper resolution of the dif-
ferent phases, transport and heating mechanisms, and structural changes occurring in the
material. The proposed models within the framework are fundamental physics based so
that transport and deformations can be easily related to measurable physical processes.
In this chapter, a general introduction to the different physics that were considered to
develop the models is included.
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1.1 Hygroscopic porous medium and multiple phases
A porous medium may be defined as a portion of space occupied by a heterogenous or
multiphase matter with two parts: a solid matrix and the remaining pore space1. At
least some part of the pore space should be interconnected. The pore space is generally
filled with the transportable phases. A hygroscopic solid is a material that can attract
moisture from the surroundings and therefore the vapor pressure of the surrounding
air is a function of the moisture content and temperature of the solid2. Similarly, in a
hygroscopic porous medium the vapor pressure of the air in the surrounding is a function
of the moisture content and temperature of the medium. For the development of this
particular framework for modeling porous media flow, two different phases, liquid and
gas, were considered. The liquid phase constitutes of water and the gas phase consists
of vapor and air as its two components.
1.2 Modes of transport
Transport of momentum, mass and energy occurs inside the porous medium. Since the
velocities of the transportable phases are low, Darcy’s law is valid for flow in the porous
medium. Liquid water in the pore spaces moves due to capillarity and convective flow.
The gas phase moves by convective flow. The components of the gas flow, i.e., vapor and
air, undergo binary diffusion as well as move by convection. The liquid and gas phases
may exchange mass during phase change or evaporation/ condensation. Since heating
processes are considered, heat transfer occurs inside the material. It is assumed that
all the phases are at thermal equilibrium and they share the same temperature within
a representative elementary volume (REV). Heat transfer occurs by convection of the
transportable phases, conduction and the energy involved in phase change. In addition,
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the different heating mechanisms heat the materials either volumetrically or at the sur-
face.
1.3 Heating mechanism- Electromagnetic heating
In the context of this study, the primary heating mechanism that is considered is the
volumetric electromagnetic heating due to microwaves. Therefore, in addition to for-
mulation of the multiphase porous media model for transport, a model for solution of
the electric field distribution has to be developed. The electric field distribution is gov-
erned by the Maxwell’s law of electromagnetics. Solution of the Maxwell’s equation
gives the electric field distribution in the space, a cavity in this particular case. From
the electric field distribution, the microwave power deposition can be calculated3. Con-
sideration of electromagnetic heating introduces additional complexities. A full three
dimensional model with the accurate details of the geometry needs to be incorporated to
accurately determine the resonance patterns in the cavity and therefore the electric field
distribution. Since the resulting heating pattern is non-uniform volumetrically, the mul-
tiphase porous media model also needs to be developed in a three-dimensional domain.
Additionally, electromagnetics and transport need to be fully coupled. As temperature
and moisture distribution in the material changes with heating time, the dielectric prop-
erties change which in turn changes the electric field distribution inside the domain. As
a result the microwave power absorption changes and electromagnetic simulations have
to be repeated to determine the updated microwave source term. This feedback mech-
anism needs to be included in the model. To date, no study has accounted for such a
detailed coupling of these different physics.
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1.4 Deformation
Intensive heating, such as due to microwaves, can lead to excessive evaporation in ma-
terials containing moisture due to pressure development. In certain cases of microwave
heating, the porous material may undergo large deformations. The solid mechanics
problem, as a result, becomes very complex as both geometric and material non-linearity
have to be considered4–6. Most of the solid mechanics modeling work that have included
detailed transport formulations have only implemented small deformation version of the
problem. However, to model the representative processes accurately the two way cou-
pling effects of transport and large deformation needs to be incorporated. The coupling
is implemented by formulating the set of equations in a moving Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) grid setting7. Again, this problem has not been solved earlier.
1.5 Experimental methodology
To comprehensively understand the different phenomena, it is important to develop so-
phisticated experimental techniques to gain insight into the processes. Also critical is
precise experimental validation of the computational modeling framework considering
the complexity of the models. Detailed and accurate measurement of volumetric electro-
magnetic heating involves 3D mapping of variables such as temperature and moisture
using a technique such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). MRI for temperature
and moisture mapping along with other temperature measurement tools such as surface
temperature measurement using infrared thermography camera and point temperature
measurement using fiber optic temperature probe were used. Measurements of input pa-
rameters for the models such as dielectric and thermal properties were also performed.
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1.6 Objectives
The specific objectives of this work are outlined below.
 Formulate and solve a fundamental physics based mathematical model for multi-
phase transport in porous media during electromagnetic and combination heating.
 Formulate and solve a model for transport in a deformable porous medium during
electromagnetic heating.
 Use magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and other experiments for fundamental
understanding of the processes and to validate the computational models.
 Use the computational models to test “what-if” scenarios with the aim of design
and optimization of the processes.
1.7 Organization of the dissertation
The dissertation is organized into five chapters. Overview of the different chapters are
given below (also shown in Figure 1.1).
Chapter 1: Introduction This chapter provides an introduction to the work and the
overall objectives.
Chapter 2: Coupled Electromagnetics- Heat Transfer Model In this chapter, the
3D electromagnetics model is developed. Transport is limited to heat transfer only. To
justify this assumption, appropriate test material is chosen and the heating is limited to
a short duration. It is also assumed that dielectric and thermal properties are constant
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Figure 1.1: Organization of the dissertation.
during the period of heating due to the short duration. Therefore, a one-way coupling is
considered and the Maxwell’s equations are only solved initially. MRI is used to obtain
temperature maps at the final time to verify the model qualitatively.
Chapter 3: Fully coupled Electromagnetics- Heat Transfer Model and Simple Op-
timization This chapter details the formulation of the fully coupled electromagnetics-
heat transfer model. The heating times considered are longer and the dielectric and
thermal properties vary with time. Therefore a full two-way coupling between electro-
magnetics and heat transfer is incorporated. Appropriate material is chosen so that there
is minimum moisture loss and the transport is limited to heat transfer. Detailed MRI
measurements are included. Spatial profiles of temperature were obtained at different
times during the heating process and quantitative comparisons are done with the pre-
dicted results from the model for validation. Objective functions are defined and used
with the model for design and optimization.
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Chapter 4: Fully coupled Electromagnetics- Multiphase Porous Media Model
The chapter includes the details about the formulation and implementation of the com-
plete multiphase porous media model fully coupled with the electromagnetics model.
This is the most generic model that includes heat, mass and momentum transfer inside
the porous medium during the electromagnetic heating process. Validation of the model
is done using MRI measurements that include spatial temperature and moisture map-
ping. Different materials and combinations are analyzed to arrive at generic guidelines
for electromagnetic and combination heating processes.
Chapter 5: Fully coupled Solid Mechanics- Multiphase Porous Media Model In
this chapter, the fully coupled solid mechanics and multiphase porous media transport
model is developed and solved. Large deformations are considered for the solid me-
chanics model and the ALE formulation is used. Validation is done by comparisons of
the model with measured surface temperatures distribution (determined using infrared
thermography), point temperature history, moisture loss and volume change. Different
processing conditions are analyzed to optimize the process.
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CHAPTER 2
COUPLED ELECTROMAGNETICS- HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
2.1 Abstract
Physics-based modeling complemented with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for
validation can provide a novel means to understand and thereby optimize combination
heating processes. The objectives of this study were to: compare heating patterns in a
combination radiant, forced air and microwave oven measured by MRI with those pre-
dicted by coupled electromagnetics-heat transfer model, quantify speed and uniformity
of heating for the different combination modes, determine the effect of food dielectric
properties on heating patterns and delineate the nature of individual heating modes and
their combinations. The modes of radiant heating through heating elements and forced
convection by fan lead to more uniform heating compared to the faster (but less uni-
form) heating method provided by the microwaves. Combination methods were faster
than radiant-forced air and microwave only heating. Although the speed of heating
increases appreciably for combination modes, the non-uniformity of heating does not
increase as much.
Practical Applications The results from the study can be used to develop design rec-
ommendations/ guidelines for combination heating for different thermal processes such
as baking, broiling, roasting and reheating of different materials grouping them based on
their properties. The research can benefit the consumers, food services and equipment
manufacturers to understand the combination heating process in a better way and to,
thereby, use it efficiently. Without a fundamental understanding of the effect of various
Reprinted with permission from ”Rakesh V, Datta AK, Amin MHG, Hall LD. Journal of Food Process
Engineering.2009; 32(3): 398-424”.
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combinations, optimization of heating can be intractable. The fundamental approach
used in this study would, therefore, help consumers and food services in preparation of
safe and high quality foods through combination heating. The work would also help
equipment manufacturers in optimizing the designs of combination heating ovens.
Nomenclature
Symbol Description and unit
E electric field intensity, V/m
H magnetic field intensity, A/m
T temperature, ıC
t time, s
cp specific heat, J/kg K
k thermal conductivity, W/m K
P power density, W/m3
hc surface heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
Ta oven temperature, ıC
0 permittivity of free space, 8.854  10 12 F/m
 permeability of free space, 4  10 7 H/m
 complex relative permittivity, dimensionless
0 dielectric constant, dimensionless
00 dielectric loss, dimensionless
! angular frequency, rad/s
 density, kg/m3
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2.2 Introduction and Objectives
Combination heating of foods refers to combining various modes of heating such as
microwaves, infrared and hot air. These heating modes have their own characteristic
heating patterns in space and time. Microwave heating is known to be faster and more
convenient compared to conventional heating methods. However, there are numerous
problems associated with microwave heating such as development of hot and cold spots,
edge over-heating, sogginess and lack of browning1–3. As a result, microwaves have
mostly been used for reheating of food rather than actual cooking. Microwave assis-
tance to conventional cooking methods like baking and broiling could help in combin-
ing the advantages of microwaves with complementary characteristics of other modes of
heating. For example, infrared or hot air heating can provide surface heating, which can
reduce the problem of surface moisture accumulation during microwave heating. Com-
bination of heating modes can potentially provide desired profiles of temperature needed
for specific food processes. Physics-based computer modeling complemented with ex-
perimentation using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for validation can provide a
novel means to understand and thereby optimize such combination heating processes.
2.2.1 Past work on combination heating
Most of the work on combination heating has been done in the context of combination
microwave-convection drying4–8 where spatial heating uniformity was not deemed to
be the key parameter and therefore was not reported. Other combination heating sys-
tems like jet impingement with microwave have also been considered by researchers
9,10
. Others have also looked at jet impingement systems in detail11,12 but have not con-
sidered the combination of jet impingement and microwave heating. Baking has been
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studied experimentally for microwave-jet impingement13 and microwave-infrared ovens
14 in relation to final product quality (such as specific volume, crust color, texture, etc)
and reduction in cooking time compared to conventional ovens. Changes in physical
properties during baking were measured for microwave-infrared and microwave-jet im-
pingement heating recently15. Most of these studies have treated the food as lumped,
ie., spatial information is not available. Also, the studies did not attempt to separate
contributions due to each mode of heating and provide insight into the nature of com-
bining the modes. A physics-based computational model that captures the spatial and
temporal heating patterns combined with complementary experimentations using MRI
can provide valuable insight into the nature of combination heating. However, no such
study has been accomplished in the literature.
2.2.2 Mathematical Modeling of Microwave Heating
Mathematical modeling of microwave-only heating started with analytical models16,17.
Researchers have also studied microwave heating computationally using a simplified
form for the microwave heat generation term obtained by assuming exponential decay
(Lambert’s Law) of microwave intensity and thereby solving the heat and mass transfer
equations only18–20. However, these methods do not accurately represent food heat-
ing situations in a multimode resonant oven cavity where the electric field varies in the
three directions. For solving the set of Maxwell’s equations that govern the electromag-
netic field distribution inside the microwave oven cavity, finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method21,22 and finite element method (FEM)23 are therefore used with the
availability of extensive computing facilities. The majority of the work has, however,
been on microwave-only heating. Combinations of microwave heating with other modes
have also been studied using mathematical models although they are not nearly as fre-
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quent. Jumah and Raghavan (2001)5 studied heat and moisture transfer during com-
bination microwave-convection drying. Datta and Ni (2002)18 modeled combination
microwave-infrared and microwave-hot air treating food as a multiphase porous medium
and including the pressure driven flow. However, in both cases the Maxwell’s equations
were not solved and microwave heating was modeled by the Lambert’s law assumption.
Wappling-Raaholt et al. (2002)3 solved Maxwell’s equations using the FDTD method
and coupled it with heat transfer to study microwave and forced air combination heating.
Microwave-infrared combination was modeled by Haala and Wiesbeck (2002)24 using
the FDTD method and by Almeida (2005)25 using FEM. Detailed analyses of speed and
uniformity of heating for individual heating modes and their combinations were, how-
ever, not done in these studies. Recently, a microwave-jet impingement system has been
studied using a computational model26. These computational models, however, have
not shown detailed validation of spatial temperature information. Moreover, the present
work aims at studying a novel radiant, forced air and microwave combination system
that has not been studied earlier.
2.2.3 Experimental Validation of Microwave Heating
Researchers have explored various methods to measure temperatures during microwave
and microwave combination heating for the validation of computational models27.
Methods such as measurement of surface temperatures using infrared thermography
camera3,28 or thermosensitive paper24 and point temperature measurement inside the
food using fiber optic temperature probe18 have been used for validation in the past.
However, there are limitations associated with these techniques. Use of thermography
camera is limited by the fact that it can measure temperature profiles only for the ex-
posed surface. Microwaves heat the food load volumetrically and leads to formation
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of hot and cold spots inside the food. Therefore, measurement of temperature distri-
bution in the three dimensions becomes critical in the study of microwaves. In case
of fiber optic probes as well, there is a limit to the number of probes that can be used
for measuring temperature inside the food. Additionally, fiber optic probes cannot be
used in combination ovens as they can be damaged due to contact from heated surfaces.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), therefore, provides an ideal method for mapping
temperatures in three dimensions with high resolution29. MRI has been used for tem-
perature mapping in microwave heating studies30–32. These studies have been purely
experimental and/or for microwave only heating. The technique has not been used in
conjunction with mathematical modeling and for microwave combination heating for
detailed understanding of the combination heating processes.
2.2.4 Present Study
A physics-based mathematical model to obtain temperatures, coupled with temperature
validation using MRI can provide the most comprehensive understanding of the mi-
crowave combination heating process. This would be novel and is critical for the design
and development of combination heating processes and equipment. The present study,
therefore, aims to mathematically model radiant, forced air and microwave combina-
tion heating and subsequently verify the model using MRI measurements. The specific
objectives are:
1. To compare combination heating patterns as measured by MRI with those pre-
dicted by a coupled electromagnetics- heat transfer model.
2. Quantify the speed and uniformity of heating obtained from different heating
modes and their combinations.
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3. Study the effect of food dielectric properties on combination heating.
4. Delineate the nature of individual heating modes and their combinations, from 1,
2 and 3.
This chapter is organized as follows. A coupled electromagnetics and heat trans-
fer model is developed and solved to obtain the temperature distribution inside food
analogues of different compositions (representing different properties) heated in a com-
bination oven using four different heating combinations. MRI is used to obtain the 3D
temperature maps inside the food analogues. Results from the simulations and exper-
iments (MRI) are compared with each other and the heating patterns, effect of com-
position and heating modes are discussed. Finally, quantitative analyses of speed and
uniformity of heating for the different cases are done.
2.3 Mathematical Model
2.3.1 Oven geometry and heating modes
The oven used in this study was GE Profile oven (Model no. JT930BHBB, GE, Inc.,
Louisville, KY) (Figure 2.1). The oven heats the food placed inside using a combination
of hot air and microwaves. The air is heated by the heating elements present at the top,
bottom and the back walls of the oven and the air is circulated by a rotating fan at the
back of the oven. Microwaves are introduced from the waveguide on the top of the oven.
One or more of the features can be turned on using the settings provided in the oven to
heat the food in a desired manner. Three different settings of the oven were selected
to be used for heating the samples in this study. These settings are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Different settings of the oven used in this study and the corresponding active
heating modes (see Figure 2.1 for locations). Note that the settings are built into the
oven and the modes of heating within a setting are not controllable individually. Also,
Settings 2 and 3 are not simply microwaves added to Setting 1.
Setting Heating Method Oven Temper-
ature (ıC)
1 Upper element, Lower element, Fan 80
2 Back element, Fan, Microwave (Cycling: 54 s on, 6 s
off)
80
3 Upper element, Fan, Microwave (Cycling: 20 s on, 10 s
off)
110
Setting 1 does not use the microwaves to heat the food whereas settings 2 and 3 heat
the food load using a combination of microwave and other methods. The oven does not
provide the ability to heat the food with only microwaves.
2.3.2 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions for Electro-
magnetics
The electromagnetic field distribution inside the microwave cavity including the load is
governed by Maxwell’s equations. The Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics were
solved to obtain the electric field inside the oven cavity and gel sample and coupled with
heat transfer to obtain the temperatures inside the sample. The Maxwell’s equations for
constant permittivity and permeability, with no sources can be written as:
r  E D  j!H (2.1)
r H D j!0E (2.2)
r  E D 0 (2.3)
r H D 0 (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: (a) GE Profile Single Wall Oven (Model JT930BHBB), used in this study;
(b) Schematic of the oven used for the computations. Upper, lower and back elements
provides heat and the fan circulates the hot air inside the oven. Microwaves are launched
from the top.
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Here, E is the electric field intensity and H is the magnetic field intensity, both defined
as time harmonics:
E.x;y; z; t/ D E0.x;y; z/ ej!t (2.5)
H.x;y; z; t/ D H0.x;y; z/ ej!t (2.6)
where ! is the angular frequency. The complex relative permittivity, , is defined as:
 D 0   j00 (2.7)
Here, 0 is the dielectric constant and 00 is the dielectric loss factor. 0 is the permittivity
of free space.
Boundary Conditions
The walls of the oven were assumed to be perfect electric conductors and hence the
tangential component of the electric field was set to zero.
Etangential D 0 (2.8)
Excitation
The excitation for the microwave oven is through a rectangular waveguide. The shape
of the waveguide is designed to transmit maximum possible power from the magnetron
to the cavity and the dominant mode of the transverse electric (TE) waves is the TE10
mode.
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Power Loss Calculation
Power absorbed per unit volume at any location, P , by the food from the microwaves is
given by:
P .x;y; z; t/ D 1
2
!o
00jEj2 (2.9)
where jEj is the magnitude of the electric field.
2.3.3 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions for Heat
Transfer
The transient diffusion equation with source term for the volumetric heating due to mi-
crowaves was solved to obtain temperatures inside the food:
cp
@T
@t
D kr2T C P .x;y; z; t/ (2.10)
For oven setting 1 that did not use the microwaves, the source term, P , was set to zero.
Boundary Conditions
Heat transfer due to the three elements (top, bottom and back) and the fan was modeled
using a surface heat transfer coefficient determined experimentally (discussed later).
 krT D hc.T   Ta/ (2.11)
where hc is the convection heat transfer coefficient over a surface and Ta is the temper-
ature of air inside the oven. The oven was preheated to 80ıC for settings 1 and 2 and
to 110ıC for setting 3 and these values were used for Ta. The initial temperature of the
food was 22ıC. These input values are also provided in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Input parameters used in the simulations
Parameter Value
Oven dimensions (m) 0.6096  0.4445  0.4445
Food dimensions (m) 0.033 (r)  0.065 (h)
Heating times (s) 30, 120
Microwave frequency (GHz) 2.45
Excitation amplitude (A/m) 20
Water 0   j00(at 2.45 GHz) 78 - j 12.5
Air  1
TX151 gel without salt
0   j00 (at 2.45 GHz) 69.3 - j 16
Thermal conductivity, k (W/m K) 0.55
Specific heat, cp (J/kg K) 3655
Density,  (kg/m3) 1000
TX151 gel with 4% salt
0   j00 (at 2.45 GHz) 63.3 - j 51.7
Thermal conductivity, k (W/m K) 0.55
Specific heat, cp (J/kg K) 3655
Density,  (kg/m3) 1000
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
Settings 1 and 2 22
Settings 3 35
Natural convection 10
Oven temperatures (ıC)
Settings 1 and 2 80
Settings 3 110
Numerical Solution
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be expressed solely in terms of electric field intensity, E, using
Equations 2.3 and 2.4.
r2EC !20  E D 0 (2.12)
Equation 2.12 for electromagnetics was solved using the FEM based commercial code
ANSYS v.9 (Canonsburg, PA, U.S.A) with boundary condition given by Equation 2.8.
The geometry and mesh were created in ANSYS itself. Figure 2.2 shows the mesh
of the oven cavity. Extremely fine mesh was used inside the sample (Figure 2.2) as
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the wavelengths inside the sample are smaller (15 mm) compared to the surrounding
air (122 mm). The finite element mesh consisted of tetrahedral volume elements.
Mesh convergence study was performed to confirm that the results were independent
of the mesh. Figure 2.3 shows the power absorbed in the dielectric load as a function
of total number of elements in the mesh. Based on this convergence study, the total
number of elements used were 1,270,484 for the electromagnetic analysis. The heat
conduction equation was solved in another finite element solver, COMSOL (COMSOL
Inc., Burlington, MA). The geometry that consisted of the gel sample only and the
mesh with 12,900 prismatic elements were created in COMSOL. The power density
(Equation 2.9) obtained from the electromagnetic analysis in ANSYS was input into
COMSOL as source term, P , in the heat transfer equation (Equation 2.10).
2.4 Experimental Methodology
2.4.1 Test Material
TX151 (Oil Center Research International, Lafayette, LA), an organic hydrophilic poly-
mer mixed with water was used as the food simulant for this study. TX151 based gels
have been used extensively in previous microwave heating studies29,33 using MRI as it
resembles slow heating food, does not melt and preserves induced heating patterns for
thermal image validation. In addition, water content is high which is required to achieve
good signal-to-noise image during MRI.
TX151 powder (1 part) was mixed with water (10 parts by weight) and precondi-
tioned to form the gel. To simulate foods with varying dielectric constant, another sam-
ple was prepared by adding 4% salt by weight. The gel samples were heated for 30 s at
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YZ
Figure 2.2: The volume mesh consisting of tetrahedral elements created in ANSYS used
for the computations. The total number of elements in the mesh were 1,270,484 based
on mesh convergence analysis (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Power absorbed in the load as a function of total number of elements (tetra-
hedral) in the mesh consisting of the oven and load. The results reported in the study
used 1,270,484 elements.
the center of the oven cavity using the 4 different settings discussed earlier (Table 2.1).
2.4.2 Microwave Combination Oven
The oven used for the study has been already described in Section 2.3.1. An identical
oven was shipped to Cambridge, UK, and was used for the MRI experimentation. The
oven was run using a generator to convert the voltage and frequency to the prescribed
values (240 V, 60 Hz) same as those used at Cornell. The same method was used for the
preparation of gel samples at both places. The MRI measurements were done off-line.
The gel samples were heated in the oven for 30 s using the oven settings discussed in
Section 2.3.1 and then taken out and placed in the sample holder which was then inserted
inside the magnet for the measurement of temperatures.
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Figure 2.4: Vertical slices 3.125 mm wide along the food at which the temperature
contours were mapped using MRI. The MRI spatial resolution was 3.125  0.78125 
3.125 mm. Note that the slices will progressively increase in width from one side to the
center and decrease as the other side is approached.
2.4.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
All MRI measurements were done at the University of Cambridge, UK. MRI 3-D tem-
perature maps were acquired using a 2 Tesla, 100 cm bore magnet. The phase differ-
ence between the heated and room temperature reference images was calibrated linearly
against temperature to obtain the maps29. The scan time was 51.2 s for a 32  128  32
matrix. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of 3.125  0.78125  3.125 mm. These
specifications resulted in 21 slices which were 3.125 mm wide and represented different
vertical section in the gel (Figure 2.4). The reason for choosing vertical sections in favor
of horizontal was that vertical sections present a better illustration of the penetration of
microwaves inside the load.
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2.4.4 Input Parameters
Input parameters required for the computational model such as gel properties (dielectric
and thermal), heat transfer coefficients and input excitation were determined through
experiments and are shown in Table 2.2. There was no appreciable change in the thermal
and dielectric properties for the short duration of heating and hence, constant values of
properties were used for the simulations.
Dielectric properties
The dielectric properties were measured using HP85070 open ended coaxial high tem-
perature probe (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and a S parameter network
analyzer (Agilent 8722ES, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Measurements
were made at a frequency of 2.45 GHz and calibration was done by measurements on
air, short and distilled water.
Thermal properties
Thermal conductivities of the samples were measured experimentally using a thermal
properties meter (KD2, Decagon Devices, Inc., Pullman, WA). Specific heat capacities
of the samples were measured using differential scanning calorimeter (Q1000 DSC, T.
A. Instruments, New Castle, DE). Densities of the samples were measured separately.
Heat transfer coefficient
The surface heat transfer coefficients for different heating modes were obtained exper-
imentally. Point temperature histories were measured by thermocouples and heat flux
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was measured by heat flux sensors (HFS-3, Omega, Inc., Stamford, CT) connected to
FLUKE data acquisition Bucket (Fluke Co., Everett, WA). Using the values of heat
flux, q00, food surface temperature, Tsurface and ambient oven temperature, Toven, heat
transfer coefficient was calculated from:
hc D q00=.Tsurface   Toven/ (2.13)
It was assumed that the heat transfer coefficient was constant for the period of heating.
Since MRI measurements were done off-line, a natural convection heat transfer coef-
ficient of 10 W/m2 K was assumed for the time lag between the heating process and
measurement (i.e., the time to transfer sample from oven to magnet).
Input Excitation
Microwave power was determined experimentally using water as the load in the oven
and measuring the heating time for a fixed rise in temperature of water34. The waveguide
characteristics were prescribed by specifying the width, height and amplitude of the lon-
gitudinal magnetic field component for the TE10 mode. To obtain the amplitude of the
longitudinal component of magnetic field, microwave power absorbed in the dielectric
(water load) corresponding to an arbitrary value of specified amplitude was calculated
by modeling the water load inside the microwave oven and solving the Maxwell’s equa-
tions. By subsequent trials, the exact value of amplitude was determined that resulted in
the measured value of power obtained from the water heating experiment (Details can
be seen in Zhang and Datta (2000)23 for example). This value of the amplitude was used
as the input excitation for all subsequent calculations.
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2.5 Results and Discussions
2.5.1 Radiant and Forced Air Heating (Setting 1)
Setting 1 of the oven uses radiant heating from the upper and lower elements together
with forced air from the fan located at the back. Figure 2.5 compares the simulation
with MRI measurements for the temperature distribution in the gel samples without and
with salt heated using Setting 1. There is insignificant heating in the sample without
salt as can be observed from the temperature contours. Figure 2.9a shows that average
temperature rises by only about 1ıC at the end of 30 s. Likewise, for the sample with
salt (Figure 2.5b), there is no appreciable rise in temperature, as expected, since the
thermal properties of the two samples are the same (Table 2.2). The small increase in
temperature in setting 1 is mostly at the surface due to convection and predominantly at
the bottom since the sample was in contact with the metal rack of the oven.
2.5.2 Microwave-only heating (Simulation only)
The oven used for the study does not support microwave only heating. In order to
assess the effect of microwave on conventional modes of heating, the hypothetical case
of microwave-only heating was simulated. Figure 2.6 shows the simulated temperature
contours for microwave-only heating for the two samples. It can be observed that due to
the penetration of the microwaves, deeper locations of the sample are heated compared
to radiant-forced air heating (setting 1) and there is preferential heating at the edges of
the cylindrical gel samples. Higher temperatures at the edges and surface are observed
in the sample with salt (Figure 2.6). The average temperatures in the sample with salt
are, however, marginally lower compared to sample without salt (Figure 2.9a) showing
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a) No salt
Computation MRI
b) Salt added
Computation MRI
Temperature (ıC)
Figure 2.5: Temperature distribution in 21 vertical slices in the gel samples obtained
from computations and MRI after 30 s of heating in the combination oven shown in
Figure 2.1 for setting 1 (Table 2.1). Gel sample without salt is shown at the top (a) while
the sample with salt is shown at the bottom (b). Initial temperature of the samples was
22ıC (room temperature). Orientation of the slices are shown in Figure 2.4.
that the microwaves do not heat deeper locations in this case. This is due to reduced
penetration of the microwaves as a result of significantly larger dielectric loss in the
sample with salt (Table 2.2) indicating that microwave heating depends greatly on the
dielectric properties of the food material. The average temperatures for the 30 s of
heating for both samples, shown in Figure 2.9, were greater than setting 1 that do not
use microwaves demonstrating the faster rate of heating of microwaves in this instance.
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Temperature (ıC)
Sample with no salt Sample with salt
Figure 2.6: Computed temperatures inside the gel samples after 30 s of heating if only
microwaves are used. Initial temperature of the samples was 22ıC (room temperature).
Here the slices are shown in a 3D configuration as opposed to those in Figures 2.5, 2.7
and 2.8.
2.5.3 Combination Radiant, Forced Air and Microwave Heating
(Setting 2)
Setting 2 uses radiant heating from the back element, forced air from the fan and mi-
crowaves from the top of the oven. The sample was heated using setting 2 to investigate
heating patterns obtained when a combination of the radiant-forced air and microwave
heating modes discussed above are used. Figure 2.7 presents the temperature maps in-
side the gel for combination heating (Setting 2) of the oven.
Figure 2.7a shows that the corners of the slices (corresponding to the edges of the
cylinder) are preferentially heated with the top left corner of the slices (corresponding to
the top left region of the cylinder) being heated the most, consistent with microwave only
heating shown in Figure 2.6. For the sample with salt (Figure 2.7b), similar patterns can
be observed with higher temperature at the corner and edge of the corresponding slices
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a) No salt
Computation MRI
b) Salt added
Computation MRI
Temperature (ıC)
Figure 2.7: Temperature distribution in 21 vertical slices in the gel samples obtained
from computations and MRI after 30 s of heating in the combination oven shown in
Figure 2.1 for setting 2 (Table 2.1). Gel sample without salt is shown at the top (a) while
the sample with salt is shown at the bottom (b). Initial temperature of the samples was
22ıC (room temperature). Orientation of the slices are shown in Figure 2.4.
without salt due to smaller penetration of the microwaves. For both samples, without
salt and with salt, the top and sides are heated primarily by the hot air and the bottom
is heated primarily by contact with the metal grill on which the sample is placed. The
temperature profile obtained for this case is, therefore, a combination of the heating
patterns obtained from the radiant and forced air heating and microwave only heating
along with contact heating. The average temperatures for the 30 s of heating are higher
than both setting 1 and microwave only heating, as shown in Figure 2.9. Qualitatively,
the heating profile looks more uniform compared to microwave only heating, since in
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microwave only heating (Figure 2.6) the majority of the curved surface of the sample
that was not heated is heated in this case by addition of radiant heat and forced air and
the bottom that was not heated is now heated by contact. Detailed quantitative analyses
of speed and uniformity of heating are done in a later section (Section 2.5.5)
2.5.4 Combination Radiant, Forced Air and Microwave Heating
(Setting 3)
To investigate the effect of using a different combination of the heating modes (radiant,
forced air and microwave), setting 3 of the oven was chosen. For setting 3, microwaves
are on for 20 s (Table 2.1) and the heat transfer coefficient (Table 2.2) and oven tem-
perature (110ıC) are higher compared to setting 2. The temperature distribution inside
the gel samples during combination heating (Setting 3) obtained from computation and
MRI are shown in Figure 2.8.
Heating patterns in this case are similar to setting 2 with the corners of the slices
preferentially heated by microwaves and the top left corner of the slices heated the most.
However, the top and sides that are heated by hot air and the bottom that is heated by
contact are at higher temperatures compared to setting 2 due to higher heat transfer
coefficient and oven temperature. The final temperatures are similar (Figure 2.9) due to
decreased heating by the microwaves which are on for 20 s as opposed to the entire 30
s of heating in setting 2. Similar to setting 2, higher surface temperatures are obtained
for the sample with salt due to reduced penetration of the microwaves. However, this
effect is less enhanced compared to setting 2 as the microwaves are on for a smaller
time. Detailed quantitative analyses of speed and uniformity of heating for the different
heating modes are done in the next section.
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a) No salt
Computation MRI
b) Salt added
Computation MRI
Temperature (ıC)
Figure 2.8: Temperature distribution in 21 vertical slices in the gel samples obtained
from computations and MRI after 30 s of heating in the combination oven shown in
Figure 2.1 for setting 3 (Table 2.1). Gel sample without salt is shown at the top (a) while
the sample with salt is shown at the bottom (b). Initial temperature of the samples was
22ıC (room temperature). Orientation of the slices are shown in Figure 2.4.
2.5.5 Speed of heating and uniformity
Measure of speed and uniformity of heating
For this study, speed of heating is quantified by the rate of increase of average tempera-
ture with time. As discussed in Section 2.2, non-uniformity of temperatures is a known
problem during microwave heating of food and as a result, microwave ovens have been
used mostly in reheating of foods rather than cooking. Combination heating may help in
overcoming the problem of non-uniform heating when temperature profiles from each
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individual mode of heating complement each other. It is therefore important to quan-
tify the temperature uniformity to evaluate the different heating methods. Temperature
non-uniformity will be quantified using coefficient of variation (COV), as was reported
by Geedipalli et al. (2007). COV is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean of a data set. Higher COV values would signify more non-uniformity of heating.
Rate and uniformity of heating when considering contact heating from the grill
a) Sample without salt As will be shown, contact heating from the metal grill on
which the food is placed contributes significantly to heating rate and uniformity. For
this section, we consider this heating effect. Figure 2.9a shows the transient average
temperatures for various oven settings (given in Table 2.1). The average temperature in-
creases linearly with time for radiant hot-air (Setting 1) and for microwave only heating
when the microwaves are on continuously. For combination heating (Settings 2 and 3),
microwaves are cycled and therefore the temperatures show cycling. The power cycling
is different for the two settings (54 s on and 6 s off for Setting 2; 20 s on and 10 s off for
Setting 3), leading to different temperature histories. As expected, combination heating
(Settings 2 and 3) is faster than radiant-forced air heating or microwave-only heating by
itself. Although contributions by the individual heating modes are different, the heating
rates of the two combination heating settings are comparable.
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Figure 2.9: Computed average temperatures and non-uniformity in temperatures (with
coefficient of variation or COV as the measure) of the gel samples as functions of heating
time for four modes of heating: radiant-forced air only (setting 1), microwave only, and
combination radiant-forced air and microwave heating modes (setting 2 and 3). Settings
are described in more details in Table 2.1. Contact heating (Section 2.5.5) is considered
here for Settings 1, 2, and 3.
Figure 2.9c shows that the COV, a measure of non-uniformity of heating, increases
with time during this short duration of heating. However, for radiant-forced air heat-
ing (Setting 1), the value of COV tends to level off indicating that as time progresses
the temperature uniformity inside the samples improves. This is because the heating
process depends on conduction and as more heat from the surfaces diffuses inside, the
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temperatures become more uniform. For microwave only heating, spatially non-uniform
rates of energy absorption lead to spatially varying rates of heating, thereby increasing
non-uniformity of temperature with time, as shown by the increase in COV. In case of
combination heating (Settings 2 and 3), COV values depend on modes of heating used
and the cycling of the microwaves. It can be seen that the speeds of the combination
heating (Settings 2 and 3) are roughly the summation of the individual modes (radiant-
forced air only and microwave only) (Figure 2.9a). However, the non-uniformities of
heating in the combination settings are considerably less than the summation of those
in the individual modes (Figure 2.9c). This indicates that although the speed of heating
increases appreciably for combination modes, the non-uniformity of heating does not
increase as much. Nevertheless, it is evident that radiant-forced air only and microwave
only modes do not provide absolutely complementary heating patterns, since the com-
bination of these individual modes (in Settings 2 and 3) does not lead to the decrease in
the non-uniformity of heating.
COV values for microwave only heating for the sample without salt are less than
the corresponding values for radiant-forced air and combination heating, suggesting that
microwave only heating is more uniform in this case. However, contact heating is signif-
icant in case of radiant-forced air and combination heating, as discussed in the previous
section. The greater non-uniformity in the sample during convection and combination
heating may have been contributed by contact heating since the sample is heated pref-
erentially at the bottom. To investigate the effect of radiant-forced air and combination
heating only without contact at the bottom, the COV was calculated for the case of the
sample bottom being heated by hot air and is discussed in Section 2.5.5.
b) Sample with salt The heating rates for the four settings in the sample with salt are
similar to those in the sample without salt, as shown in Figures 2.9a and 2.9b. The spa-
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tial temperature profiles were, however, found, to be different for microwave-only and
combination heating modes and were discussed earlier (Sections 2.5.1-2.5.4). For Set-
ting 1, the non-uniformity of temperatures for the sample with salt is same as that for the
sample without salt (Figures 2.9c and 2.9d), as expected since the thermal properties of
the two samples are the same. However, for microwave only heating, the non-uniformity
of heating is considerably greater compared to the sample without salt. This is because
the microwave heating depends on the dielectric loss of the material, as given by Equa-
tion 2.9 and therefore, for a material with higher dielectric loss (sample with salt), the
spatial non-uniformity due to microwave heating increases. For combination heating
(Settings 2 and 3), the effect of microwave cycling on the COV values is visible more in
case of sample with salt compared to sample without salt, consistent with greater non-
uniformity during heating of a more lossy material (sample with salt). In addition, as
opposed to the sample without salt, non-uniformities during microwave only and combi-
nation heating are considerably higher compared to those for radiant-forced air heating,
even while considering contact heating. These further indicate that the microwave con-
tributes significantly to temperature non-uniformity for materials with high dielectric
loss.
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Figure 2.10: Computed average temperatures and non-uniformity in temperatures (with
coefficient of variation or COV as the measure) of the gel samples as functions of heating
time for four modes of heating: radiant-forced air only (setting 1), microwave only,
and combination radiant-forced air and microwave heating modes (setting 2 and 3).
Contact heating is not considered here for Settings 1, 2 and 3 (Section 2.5.5). Settings
are described in more details in Table 2.1.
Rate and non-uniformity of heating without considering contact heating from the
grill
Since contact heating from the grill seems to play a significant role, simulations were
run with the samples heated by convection at the bottom but without contact heating
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from the grill. Average temperatures histories for this case are shown in Figures 2.10a
and 2.10b. Combination heating methods (Settings 2 and 3) although still faster com-
pared to Setting 1 and microwave-only heating, temperatures for Settings 1,2 and 3 are
several degrees lower due to the absence of the contact heating of the grill. With the
contribution of the grill to non-uniformity removed, the combination heating (Settings
2 and 3) becomes comparable in non-uniformity to microwave heating (Figure 2.10c)
even with higher average temperatures. Perhaps another way to interpret this is that
microwaves are the primary contributor to non-uniformity in Settings 2 and 3. For the
sample with salt, non-uniformity for combination heating Setting 3 is eventually lower
than microwave heating while maintaining a higher rate of heating than microwaves
alone (Figures 2.10b). This is because of lower microwave power (on for 80 s; off for
20 s) and more of radiant-forced air heating in Setting 3 than microwave only heating
and Setting 2 (on for 108 s; off for 12 s).
2.6 Summary and Conclusions
A novel mix of physics-based computation and MRI experimentation was used for the
detailed study of heating that combines infrared, forced air and microwaves. The ef-
fects of processing variables such as heat transfer coefficient, oven temperature and
microwave cycling, and food factor such as dielectric properties on the uniformity of
heating were evaluated. The modes of radiant heating through heating elements and
forced convection by fan lead to more uniform heating compared to the faster (but less
uniform) heating method provided by the microwaves. Heating uniformity of the sam-
ples heated using combination heating depends on the type of combination and the con-
tribution of the different heating methods. These results lead to the fact that an optimum
combination of heat transfer coefficient, oven temperature and microwave cycling, while
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considering the food properties, can be developed that can speed up the process of heat-
ing while maintaining the heating uniformity at the same time. The results from the
study can be used to develop design recommendations/ guidelines for combination heat-
ing for different heating processes such as baking, broiling, roasting and reheating for
different materials grouping them based on their properties.
Although comparison of results obtained from the finite element based computa-
tional model and MRI experimentation was made, detailed quantitative analysis was not
possible. The temperature maps obtained from MRI are averaged over a volume that
depends on the spatial resolution used for obtaining the MR images whereas for the
FEM model it depends on the mesh density used. The spatial resolution for MRI was
3.125  0.78125  3.125 mm (corresponding to a pixel distribution of 32  128  32)
in this case. For a greater precision, the obvious solution would be to increase the spatial
resolution. However, increasing the spatial resolution would also increase the scan time
which in turn would not be a very accurate means of measuring the temperatures for
the heating process. For example, the resolution used in this study resulted in a scan
time of 51.2 s. If the resolution was increased to 0.390625  0.78125  0.78125 mm
(corresponding to a pixel distribution of 256  128  128), the scan time would increase
to 819.2 s or about 14 min. The unavailability of quantitative MRI data due to closure
of the facility in Cambridge prevented making additional quantitative comparisons. As
a result, similar color schemes and limits for the temperature color bars in the computed
and MRI results could not be used that made these look visually different. However, as
discussed throughout Section 4, several qualitative features compare well between the
computed and MRI results.
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CHAPTER 3
FULLY COUPLED ELECTROMAGNETICS- HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
AND SIMPLE OPTIMIZATION
3.1 Abstract
Combination of heating modes such as microwaves, convection and radiant heating can
be used to realistically achieve the quality and safety needed for cooking processes and,
at the same time, make the processes faster. Physics based computational modeling
used in conjunction with MRI experimentation can be used to obtain critical under-
standing of combination heating. The objectives were to- 1) formulate a fully coupled
electromagnetics- heat transfer model, 2) use magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exper-
iments to determine the 3D spatial and temporal variation of temperatures and validate
the numerical model, 3) use the insight gained from the model and experiments to un-
derstand the combination heating process and to optimize it. The different factors that
affect heating patterns during combination heating such as the type of heating modes
used, placement of sample and microwave cycling were considered. Objective functions
were defined and minimized for design and optimization. The use of such techniques
can lead to greater control and automation of combination heating process benefitting
the food process and product developers immensely.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Description, units
Bo magnetic field strength, T
cp specific heat capacity, J/kg K
E electric field intensity, V/m
h surface heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
H magnetic field intensity, A/m
j imaginary unit,
p 1
J objective function, m3K
k thermal conductivity, W/m K
n normal direction
Q power absorbed, W/m3
t time, s
T temperature, ıC
Tair oven temperature, ıC
Tp processing temperature, ıC
TE echo time, s
x; y; z directions, m
˛ proportionality constant, ppm/ıC
 magnetogyric ratio of hydrogen nucleus, rad/s T
 complex relative permittivity, dimensionless
0 dielectric constant, dimensionless
00 dielectric loss, dimensionless
0 permittivity of free space, 8.854  10 12 F/m
0 permeability of free space, 4  10 7 H/m
 density, kg/m3
' phase shift, rad
! angular frequency, rad/s
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3.2 Introduction and Objectives
Increased speed of food preparation along with improved quality and safety of the final
product is critical to food processing for both domestic and industrial processes. A num-
ber of heating techniques are currently used to prepare foods. However, each heating
method produces its own characteristic heating profile leading to different speed, quality
and safety issues depending on the heating method used. Combining different heating
modes on the other hand can potentially provide customized heating profiles suitable
for a particular process. At the same time combination heating can help speed up the
heating process. Using microwaves with convection and radiation, known as microwave
combination heating, is one such novel combination heating technique that has been
found to be effective. However, systematic development, design and optimization of
microwave combination heating requires comprehensive knowledge of the engineering
fundamentals that govern the relationship between combined modes of heating and the
final quality and safety of the prepared food. Physics based computational modeling
used in conjunction with novel experimentation can provide a level of understanding of
the combination heating process that may be impossible to achieve either by modeling
or experiments alone. A detailed study of combination heating using computations and
experiments that is needed for critical understanding of the process is not present in the
literature.
Development of combination heating requires a detailed study of processing vari-
ables and food factors. Processing variables are the factors related to the combination
oven such as types of modes combined, and the power levels and cycling of the different
modes. Although researchers have studied different combinations such as microwave-
convection1–3, microwave-jet impingement4,5, and microwave-infrared6–8 using experi-
mental and/or numerical techniques, a comprehensive work that looks into the different
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oven parameters mentioned above and does a comparative study of different combina-
tions starting from fundamental physics is missing. Sample factors refer to the prop-
erties of the sample being heated and the transport processes occurring inside. Again
a detailed study that looks at the spatial variation of heating profiles through simula-
tion and elaborate experiments has not been accomplished. Majority of the combination
heating studies1,2,9 have not looked at spatial heating, being concerned more with the
overall drying rate as the application area.
In this study, we use physics based computational models to investigate the different
processing variables and food factors and how they affect the final quality of the pre-
pared food. Two-way coupling of electromagnetic heating and heat transfer is needed
for accurate description of the process as the properties of food (dielectric and thermal)
change with temperature. Implementation of this two-way coupling in 3D presents in-
herent challenges and has been rarely implemented10,11 and moreover these studies have
not looked at microwave combination heating. Validation of the computational model is
critical, more so since the combination heating technique involves volume heating due
to microwaves that is spatially nonuniform. Elaborate measurement techniques such as
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)12–14, that presents a precise picture of the heating
profiles in 3D, have not been used earlier for validation of computational models. We
use novel experiments based on MRI to obtain 3D spatial variation of heating in the
samples to validate the numerical model and complement understanding. The quality
of the product obtained after a cooking process is defined by the temperature inside the
sample and is a result of the processing variables and food factors. Although both heat
and mass (water) transfer occur inside the food during the heating process, we have
limited the analysis to heat transfer to focus more on the processing variables.
The specific objectives of the work are- 1) formulation and implementation of a fun-
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damental physics based fully coupled electromagnetics- heat transfer model to study
microwave combination heating, 2) use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) experi-
ments to determine the 3D spatial and temporal variation of temperatures obtained dur-
ing combination heating, 3) quantitative comparison of the computed results with the
MRI data, 4) use the insight gained from the model and experiments to understand the
process of combination heating comprehensively and to thereby optimize the process.
3.3 Methods
Mathematical description of the microwave combination heating process, MRI method-
ology used and experimental measurement of the input parameters are now discussed.
3.3.1 Mathematical Description
Solution of the microwave combination heating problem involves two different physics:
electromagnetics and transport. The Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics need to
be solved to determine the electric field inside the oven cavity and sample. Knowing
the electric field distribution inside the sample, power absorbed at any location can be
determined. As discussed earlier, transport is limited to heat transfer. The heat balance
equation is then solved using the source term for microwave heating to determine the
temperatures inside the sample. This process is repeated, i.e. solution of Maxwell’s
equations followed by heat transfer, to incorporate changes in the dielectric properties
as the temperatures change. Thermal properties are also functions of temperature and
this is incorporated while solving the energy equation.
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Electromagnetics
The Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics are given by:
r  E D  j!0H (3.1)
r H D j!0E (3.2)
r  E D 0 (3.3)
r H D 0 (3.4)
where E is the electric field intensity and H is the magnetic field intensity.
The dielectric constant, 0, and the dielectric loss factor, 00, are both functions of
temperature. The complex relative permittivity, , is written as:
 D 0.T /C j00.T / (3.5)
Boundary Condition The oven walls are perfect electric conductors. Therefore:
Etangential; oven wall D 0 (3.6)
Microwave heating term Heat absorbed by the sample per unit time due to the mi-
crowaves is given by:
Q.x;y; z; t/ D 1
2
!o
00jEj2 (3.7)
Heat Transfer
The sample inside the oven is heated volumetrically by microwaves. Heat conduction
occurs inside the sample.
cp
@T
@t
D r  .krT /CQ.x;y; z; t/ (3.8)
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Boundary Conditions Convection and radiant heating act only on the surface and are,
therefore, included as boundary conditions.
 k @T
@n
ˇˇˇˇ
surface
D h .T   Tair/ (3.9)
where n is the direction normal to a particular surface of the sample, h is the transfer
coefficient due to convection and radiant heating at that surface (determined through
experiments) and Tair is the oven air temperature.
Input parameters
Dielectric properties of the samples (0, 00) as functions of temperature were determined
experimentally using the HP85070 open ended coaxial high temperature probe (Agi-
lent Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Thermal properties (k, cp) were measured as
functions of temperature using the KD2 Pro probe (KD2, Decagon Devices, Inc., Pull-
man, WA). Surface heat transfer coefficients for different heating combinations were
obtained by measuring point temperature using thermocouples and heat flux using the
heat flux sensors (HFS-3, Omega, Inc., Stamford, CT) connected to FLUKE data acqui-
sition Bucket (Fluke Co., Everett, WA). All input parameters are shown in Table 3.1.
Solution of governing equations
The schematic of the computational domain along with the different physics solved for
in the subdomains are shown in Figure 3.1. The governing equations for electromag-
netics and heat transfer are fully coupled. As temperatures in the sample change due
to heating, the dielectric properties change as given in Table 3.1. This in turn changes
the electric field distribution inside the oven and sample and as a result, the microwave
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Table 3.1: Input parameters for the computations
Parameter Value
Oven dimensions (cm) 60.96  44.45  44.45
Sample (cylindrical) dimensions (cm) 3.80 (dia)  3.60
Thermal conductivity, k (W/m K) 0:5313C 0:002T
Specific heat, cp (J/kg K) 3724:4C 2:0839T
Density,  (kg/m3) 1000
Microwave frequency (GHz) 2.45
Dielectric constant, 0 66:987C 0:1553T   0:0011T 2
Dielectric loss, 00 13:247C 0:0693T C 0:0003T 2
Heat transfer coefficient, h (W/m2 K)
Top surface (Settings I and III) 22
Top surface (Settings II and IV) 35
Curved surface (Settings I, II, III and IV) 20
Air temperatures (ıC)
Combinations I and III 80
Combinations II and IV 110
Sample
Oven Cavity
      Fan
(convection)
Oven walls
Microwaves
Heating element 1
        (radiant)
Heating element 2
         (radiant) Heating element 3
         (radiant)
   Maxwell’s equations
   (oven and sample)
    Heat equation
     (sample only)
Convection and 
radiant heating
Insulated
Oven at temperature, Tair
( )airTk h T T
n
∂
− = −∂
Figure 3.1: a) The computational domain for the electromagnetic simulation (for mi-
crowave heating) consists of both the oven and the sample. b) Heat transfer was solved
only inside the food as shown. Also shown are the boundary conditions used on the
surface of the food sample to simulate convection and radiant heating.
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power absorbed (source term in the heat equation) by the sample changes and electro-
magnetic simulations need to be performed again to determine the updated microwave
source term. The governing equations for the two physics were solved using the fi-
nite element method in the commercial solver, COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc.,
Burlington, MA). To incorporate the coupling during the solution process, the electro-
magnetics and heat transfer problems were independently set up in the solver and a code
was then written in COMSOL Script to implement the feedback mechanism. The elec-
tromagnetics problem was solved using the GMRES iterative solver with the Geometric
Multigrid preconditioner. The mesh for the electromagnetic problem consisted of a total
of 525873 quadratic tetrahedral elements (with 74005 elements in the sample) based on
mesh convergence study as shown in Figure 3.2. It was ensured that the mesh consisted
of more than 5 elements per wavelength both in the cavity and the sample. For solving
the energy equation, the UMFPACK direct solver was used with the sample discretized
into 10980 elements. The coupling parameters consisting of solver selection for the two
physics, solution update interval and mapping of the electromagnetic solution to the heat
transfer mesh and vice versa were programmed in the code. The simulations were run
on a 3 GHz Windows workstation with 16 Gb memory.
3.3.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Combination heating modes
Convection and radiant heating modes were combined with microwaves for the study.
Different combinations of these heating modes corresponding to different processing
conditions were considered. The different processing conditions included combination
of different oven temperatures, heat transfer rates and microwave power cycling. These
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Figure 3.2: Mesh convergence analysis for the electromagnetic modeling. The total
number of elements chosen for the final solution was 525873.
are listed in Table 3.2. The combinations were programmed in a GE Profile Trivection
oven (Model no. JT930BHBB, General Electric Company, Louisville, KY).
Table 3.2: The different combinations of heating modes and MRI measurements times
Heating
combi-
nation
Heating modes used Convection
tempera-
ture, ıC
MRI measurement
times, min
I Convection, Radiant 80 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
II Convection, Radiant 110 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2
III Convection, Radiant, Microwave (Cy-
cling: 10 s on, 40 s off)
80 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
IV Convection, Radiant, Microwave (Cy-
cling: 20 s on, 10 s off)
110 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2
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Sample preparation
The food analogue used for the study was prepared by mixing TX151 powder (Oil Cen-
ter Research International, Lafayette, LA) with water (1:10 parts by weight). When
mixed with water the polymer forms a gel that maintains its integrity during heating.
The solution was poured into 50 mL beakers and heated to 70ıC in a water bath for
55 min to initiate gelation. Samples were cooled to room temperature and allowed to
equilibrate at least 24 hours prior to heating.
MRI methodology
The magnetic resonance imaging experiments were performed using a 7T super-
conducting magnet and Biospec console (Bruker Biospin MRI Inc., Billerica, MA) with
300 MHz for 1H-resonance frequency. Gradient echo sequence (Fast Low Angle Shot,
FLASH) magnetic resonance imaging protocol was used to generate the temperature
maps. The detailed MRI parameters are given in Table 3.3. MRI data was acquired
for each sample at room temperature and then after heat treatment. The samples were
positioned identically in the magnet for the imaging procedure before and after heat
treatment. The MRI data acquisition time was 9 s. Temperature maps for different dura-
tions of heating using different combinations were obtained using MRI. The temperature
maps represented 10 horizontal slices from the bottom to top of the cylindrical sample.
Temperatures at the different locations are calculated using the following expression:
T D '   'ref
˛ .TE/Bo
(3.10)
where ' is the phase shift, Bo is the magnetic field strength, ˛ is the proportionality
constant, TE is the echo time and  is the magnetogyric ratio of hydrogen nucleus.
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MRI measurements were done for four different combinations of heating modes.
The different heating modes along with the times at which the MRI measurements were
performed are shown in Table 3.2. The heating times were chosen so that there was
negligible moisture transport for the heating duration as discussed in the next section.
As shown in Table 3.2, heating times for heating combinations I and III were up to 12
min. For heating combinations II and IV heating times were restricted to 2 min as these
combination provided higher heating rates and there was rapid temperature rise in the
samples.
Table 3.3: MRI parameters for the experiments
Parameter Value
Echo Time (TE) 3.264 ms
Repetition Time (TR) 89.6 ms
Flip angle 20ı
Matrix size 128  128
Field of view (FoV) 55 x 55 mm2
Number of slices 10 (Coronal slice)
Slice thickness 3 mm
Moisture loss measurement
Moisture loss due to the heating process was determined using gravimetric measure-
ment. Each sample was weighed prior to heating at room temperature and immediately
following the combination heating process. It was confirmed that moisture transport
was negligible.
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3.4 Results and Discussions
The mathematical model is validated using experimental data and the results are dis-
cussed. Different oven parameters are considered and techniques to optimize and design
different food processes using combination heating are discussed.
3.4.1 Validation of mathematical model using MRI results
The temperatures predicted from the mathematical model were compared with those
measured using MRI for experimental validation. In order to provide a comprehen-
sive and quantitative validation, average temperatures and spatial temperature distribu-
tions were compared. Comparison of average temperatures, although a good method
for quantitative validation of the computational model, does not provide insight into the
spatial temperature distribution. For heating combinations involving microwaves that
heat the sample non-uniformly, comparison of spatial temperature distribution is critical
for accurate validation of the numerical model.
Comparison of average temperature rise
Comparison of average temperatures in the sample obtained from computations and
MRI for the different heating combinations are shown in Figure 3.3. A good match
between computed and experimental temperature histories can be seen for all heating
combinations. As expected, for combinations involving additional modes of heating
(Combinations III and IV as compared to Combinations I and II, respectively), average
temperature rise is greater.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of average temperatures in the sample obtained from compu-
tations and MRI for the various heating combinations shown in Table 3.2 after differ-
ent time intervals: a) with oven temperature at 80ıC, and b) with oven temperature at
110ıC. The computations were done at Cornell University and MRI measurements at
UC, Davis.
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Comparison of spatial temperature distribution
Spatial temperature maps obtained from the model were compared to those measured
by MRI at different times for various heating combinations as shown in Figure 3.4.
The temperatures were compared at 6 horizontal slices (perpendicular to axis) across
the cylindrical sample. As mentioned earlier, 10 slices were obtained from MRI. The
six comparison slices were chosen from the center of the gel sample. Slices at the top
and bottom of the sample were not used for comparison since these have partial volume
effects and slightly non-ideal surfaces. Any changes in sample geometry related to
heating will also primarily impact these areas and hence they have been omitted from
the detailed spatial comparison.
Figures 3.4-3.7 demonstrate a good match between the simulated and experimental
spatial temperature profiles obtained by heating the samples using Combinations I-IV.
Samples were manually positioned inside the oven and into a specially constructed sam-
ple shuttle for the MRI spectrometer. Sample positioning inside the over is accurate to
less than 1  10 4 m in the vertical direction and less than 5  10 3 m in the horizontal
directions. Sample positioning in the MRI spectrometer is accurate to within 1  10 4 m
in all directions. Positional differences in the oven lead directly to differences in heating
related to the spatial variation of the electromagnetic radiation. Positional differences
in the MRI spectrometer would result in minor impacts on the temperature calculations.
Hence, dissimilarities in the computed and experimental profiles are primarily related to
variations in sample placement combined with variations in sample physical properties.
Variations in sample physical properties would result from the inclusion of air bubbles
and non-uniform solid distributions. The effect of changes in sample position inside the
oven cavity on heating is presented in detail in Section 3.4.3.
Two distinct features of heating are observed: surface heating due to convection
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Figure 3.4: Spatial temperature maps obtained from the mathematical model compared
to those measured by MRI at six different times for the sample heated by Combination I.
The temperatures are compared at 6 different slices across the cylindrical sample starting
from the bottom slice on the left to the top slice on the right. The initial temperature of
the samples was 22ıC.
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Figure 3.5: Spatial temperature maps obtained from the mathematical model compared
to those measured by MRI at four different times for the sample heated by Combination
II.
and radiation as can be seen in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (which do not involve microwave
heating) and heating at the interior locations in addition to surface heating as seen in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7. These two features of heating nicely complement each other so that
for heating combinations that include all the different modes of heating (Combinations
II and IV), the entire sample heats more uniformly (Figures 3.6 and 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Spatial temperature maps obtained from the mathematical model compared
to those measured by MRI at six different times for the sample heated by Combination
III.
The similarities of the heating patterns between measured and computed are striking
for all combinations. Combination I in Figure 3.4 demonstrates symmetric heating with
only slightly non-symmetric heating in the gel sample. For combination II heating in
Figure 3.5 the MRI and computed spatial temperature maps are nearly identical, detail-
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ing the power of the computational model. In combinations III and IV (Figures 3.6 and
3.7) the comparison is best at shorter times and the non-uniform heating induced by the
electromagnetic radiation is evident in both the model and experimental data. At the
longer heating times (12 minutes and 120 s) for both combination III and IV respec-
tively, preferential heating on one side of the sample is observed in the computation and
seen in the experimental measurements. The experimental measurements also demon-
strate some spatial differences from the computational model at longer times, however
these are primarily related to the difficultly in matching identically the computation to
the actual sample placement in the oven. Most importantly the model correctly reflects
spatial variations seen in the experimental data as a result of non-uniform microwave
fields.
3.4.2 Convection and radiant heating and combination with elec-
tromagnetic heating
As discussed in the last section, different heating combinations result in different heating
patterns inside the sample. By combining volumetric and surface heating appropriately,
one can obtain desired temperature profiles inside the sample and at the same time speed
up the heating process. Convection and radiation heating modes heat mostly near sur-
face as shown in Figure 3.8. Change in the oven temperature and movement of the
fan (velocity, direction of rotation) changes the heating profiles due to these two modes
of heating. Figure 3.8 (top figures) shows the temperature profile along the horizontal
centerline of the sample for convective and radiant heating at two different oven tem-
peratures (80ıC and 110ıC). For an oven temperature of 110ıC, the heating is faster
as expected. The temperature profiles are symmetric about the center and maximum
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Figure 3.7: Spatial temperature maps obtained from the mathematical model compared
to those measured by MRI at four different times for the sample heated by Combination
IV.
heating is near the surface. On addition of microwaves (bottom figures), heating in the
corresponding combinations are faster and the temperature profiles are no longer sym-
metric with the right side of the sample heating faster demonstrating the volumetric
electromagnetic heating, also seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. By estimating the relative
temperature rise due to each heating mode, guidelines for combining different modes
of heating can be formulated based on the processing needs. Such combinations can be
particularly important in speeding up cooking processes where high temperatures are
desired at the surfaces of the food so that browning and crust formation occurs and at
the same time the interior needs to be heated adequately.
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Figure 3.8: Heating profiles along a horizontal line at the center of the sample (as shown
in the figure) for different combinations. For each combination, curves are shown for
times of 0, 1, 2 and 3 min.
3.4.3 Electromagnetic heating patterns- Effect of positioning of
sample inside the oven cavity
The heating profiles due to combination heating are the consequences of volumetric
electromagnetic heating and surface heating due to convection and radiation. The elec-
tromagnetic heating patterns inside an oven cavity is a function of the electric field, given
by Equation 3.7. Figure 3.9a presents the electric field distribution in the oven cavity
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Electric field, V/m
a) Sample at center
b) Sample 10 cm front of center
Figure 3.9: Electric field distribution in the oven cavity and sample for different posi-
tions of the sample inside the cavity: a) sample placed at the center; b) sample displaced
10 cm horizontally from the center toward the front of the oven. Contour colors from
red to blue correspond to regions of high to low electric fields respectively.
with the sample placed at the center. It can be observed that regions of high and low elec-
tric fields are obtained inside the oven alternately. This type of electric field patterns in
turn leads to hot and cold spots in the sample, also shown in Figure 3.9a. Consequently
if the sample is placed in a region of high electric field intensity, the heating rate would
be higher. Change in location of the sample changes the pattern of the electric field
distribution inside the oven cavity significantly due to change in resonance pattern of
the electromagnetic waves. This effect is shown in Figure 3.9b for the sample displaced
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horizontally inside the oven by 10 cm toward the front of the center. To demonstrate this
effect quantitatively, power absorbed by the sample, placed at seven different locations
inside the oven, due to microwave heating are plotted in Figure 3.10. It can be observed
that there is significant variation in the power levels for different positioning of the sam-
ple inside the oven. It should be noted here that there can be numerous such locations
inside the oven cavity and the ideal way to analyze the effect of positioning of the sam-
ple in the oven is to perform Monte Carlo simulations, choosing the sample location
randomly, and analyzing the change in power absorbed by the sample (using a measure
such as coefficient of variation as done in15 for an unrelated application). However in
case of microwave heating, performing Monte Carlo simulations is not feasible since
each electromagnetic simulation takes about three hours to complete and therefore the
full Monte Carlo analysis would require simulation times that are unrealistic. Analysis
shown here with predetermined locations is a feasible approach that provides a reason-
able overview of the relative change in power absorbed for the different locations of the
sample inside the oven cavity.
3.4.4 Effect of microwave cycling
As discussed earlier, heating patterns in a sample due to electromagnetic heating are
fixed for a particular location of the sample inside the oven. Heating rates inside the
sample can, however, be controlled by allowing the microwave excitation to cycle. The
microwaves can be made to turn off for specific intervals to allow for conductive equili-
bration of heat to regions that are not heated by electromagnetic heating, thereby leading
to a more uniform heating of the sample. However, if a particular temperature rise and
uniform heating are desired in the sample, the required cycling is not known a priori.
Here the computational model can be set as an optimization problem with an objective
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Figure 3.10: Total power absorbed in the food sample as a function of location inside the
oven. The sample was placed at the center and displaced by 10 cm in the three different
directions as shown.
function to be minimized and be used to test a number of scenarios that include differ-
ent periods of cycling. We choose this objective function as follows: For a particular
temperature, Tp, desired for a particular process, the objective function, J , is:
J D R
V
F .T /dv
F.T / D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆ:
T   Tp T > Tp
0 T D Tp
Tp   T T < Tp
(3.11)
By definition, the value of objective function increases as the temperatures are either
lower or higher than the processing temperature, Tp. Therefore, by minimizing this
objective function, the best method of microwave cycling can be obtained.
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A number of microwave cycling cases were considered with the same setting of
convection and radiant heating and the average temperature rise in the sample and ob-
jective function were calculated and plotted as a function of time for 5 min of heating
(Figure 3.11). The processing temperature of 40ıC is reached for the five cycles with
microwaves on for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 s out of a total cycle time of 60 s (Figure 3.11a).
Although the average temperature rise provides an estimate of the microwave cycles that
can be used, it does not provide any insight if the sample is heated uniformly to the pro-
cessing temperature, Tp. Figure 3.11b shows that for all cycles, the objective function
decreases with time as the sample starts to heat from the initial room temperature (22ıC),
reaches a minimum or optimum value and then starts increasing as difference in temper-
atures between the hot and cold locations increases. For the cycle with microwaves on
for the entire duration (represented as 60/60), although the average temperature rise to
40ıC is faster, the minima in the objective function curve is much higher than the cycle
with microwaves on for 20 s out of a 60 s cycle. It can therefore be concluded that the
cycle represented as 20/60 is most effective for this process as it not only leads to the
final processing temperature but also provides more uniform heating. Similarly, other
microwave cycles can be evaluated for different processes using such an optimization
technique.
In general, it is not intuitive which combination of heating modes is most efficient
considering the time and quality of the final product. The microwave and surface heating
patterns change with the different parameters (cycling, location, heat transfer coefficient,
etc.). Use of physics based modeling along with optimization techniques is, therefore,
very important. This type of analysis can be used to design and optimize combination
heating processes and can help reduce the amount of experimentation needed for product
or process development.
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Figure 3.11: Average temperature rise in the sample heated using different cycles of mi-
crowave. Also plotted is the objective function (defined in Equation 3.11) as a function
of time for the cycles that reach the processing temperature of 40ıC. The notation 10=60
denotes that the microwaves were on for 10 s out of a 60 s cycle.
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3.5 Conclusions
A fully coupled electromagnetics- heat transfer model was used in close synergy with
novel MRI experimentation for comprehensive validation of the model in space and
time and to in turn study the process of combination heating accurately and compre-
hensively. Coupling of the different physics (electromagnetics, heat transfer) presented
inherent computational challenges and was accomplished by manual scripting in the
computational software. Some of these difficulties include the use of different finite
element meshes for the electromagnetics and heat transfer problems that required map-
ping of solution back and forth between the different meshes, use of different solvers for
the two physics, update of material properties and specification of coupling parameters.
3D validation of the model provided by MRI experiments with proper resolution was
critical since the heating modes included volumetric electromagnetic heating.
The different factors that contribute to the heating patterns during combination heat-
ing such as heating modes used, placement of sample inside the oven and microwave
cycling were considered. The use of objective functions to design and optimize com-
bination heating processes as described in this work can lead to greater control and au-
tomation of combination heating processes benefitting the food processors and product
developers immensely. Specific guidelines for processing conditions can be developed
using the tools discussed in this paper not only for cooking processes but also biomed-
ical applications, wood drying and processing of ceramics that can be optimized using
microwave combination heating. As the framework consisting of the model and experi-
mental measurement has been developed, possibilities for working with it are broad and
exciting, and it can be used to provide insights into many aspects of combination heating
that would not be possible otherwise.
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CHAPTER 4
FULLY COUPLED ELECTROMAGNETICS- MULTIPHASE POROUS MEDIA
MODEL
4.1 Abstract
The work includes the development of a multiphase porous media model and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) experiments to study microwave combination heating. Com-
bination of electromagnetic, convective and radiant heating was considered. The mate-
rial being heated was modeled as a hygroscopic porous medium with different phases:
solid matrix, water and gas (water vapor and air), and considered pressure driven flow,
binary diffusion and phase change. The 3D transport model was fully coupled with
electromagnetics to include the effect of variable properties. MRI was used to obtain
spatial temperature and moisture distributions to validate the model. Different combina-
tions and materials were considered to obtain general guidelines for combining heating
modes. High and low moisture materials behave differently under combination heating.
Low moisture materials can be heated effectively for desired temperature and mois-
ture distribution using higher microwave power which is not possible in high moisture
material. Cycling of microwave was found to be useful in distribution of excessive volu-
metric heat by microwaves and can increase the effectiveness of the combination heating
process.
4.2 Introduction and Objectives
Combining microwaves with other heating modes such as convection and radiant heat-
ing provides an excellent method to speed up heating processes such as cooking1,
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wood drying2 and processing of ceramics3 and pharmaceutical powders4, to name a
few. Combination heating can potentially provide automated custom-heating ability by
implementing precise mix of power sources, their levels and time histories to obtain
temperature and moisture profiles needed for specific processes. For example, in the
cooking process, the quality of the final product such as texture (e.g., sogginess) or
flavor (e.g., browning) is a multifaceted attribute that depends on the temperature and
moisture distribution and their time-histories. Through improved understanding of the
combination heating process, overheating, underheating, overdrying and sogginess of
food can be minimized while enhancing its quality. Quality would be more predictable,
which would in turn allow increased automation and reduce the drudgery and frustra-
tion of food product and process development. This work proposes to study combination
heating using a fundamental physics-based computational model of the cooking process
integrated with complementary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) experiments to ob-
tain optimum process guidelines for practical use that would provide the desired product
quality in the quickest time, paving way for automation.
4.2.1 Previous mathematical models for studying heat and mass
transport during electromagnetic heating
The process of microwave combination heating involves a number of physics and their
complex coupling: volumetric electromagnetic heating due to microwaves (solution of
Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics), surface heating due to convection and radi-
ant heating, and transport of heat, mass (liquid water, water vapor, air) and momentum
inside the sample. Additional complexity arises from the fact that these physics need to
be implemented in 3D so that volumetric electromagnetic heating is accurately modeled.
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Computational models to study microwave combination heating to date have not consid-
ered all these physics, most of those included heat transfer in the sample only and solved
for electromagnetics empirically5 or using Maxwell’s equations6–8. Some other studies
are for 1D or 2D cases valid for heating inside a waveguide8–11 only; however for the
cavity heating problem considered here, the geometry cannot be reduced to 2D. Studies
that have considered moisture transport have mostly been empirical models4 using the
effective diffusivity formulation12,13. However in case of intensive microwave heating,
evaporation and pressure driven flow are significant which these models do not take into
account. Only a few studies exist that have considered detailed transport phenomena in-
side the sample, for example for deep fat frying14–16 and wood drying17, and even these
are an order of magnitude less complex compared to the present study since they did not
involve electromagnetic heating. On the other hand, empirical models have been used
for electromagnetic heating when present18,19. In this study, we develop a fundamental
physics based model that can be applied to generic processes that include electromag-
netic heating and heat and mass transfer inside the sample. The model includes the
solution of Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics in 3D to obtain the electric field
inside the oven cavity and the sample. A 3D multiphase porous media model based
on conservation laws is formulated to describe the heat, mass and momentum trans-
fer inside the sample. The electromagnetics and multiphase porous media models are
then fully coupled to model the combination heating process. Note that it can also be
thought of as a combination drying process and its applicability extends to many heating
processes such as drying, baking and thawing used in the food industry and elsewhere.
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4.2.2 Modeling of materials with variable properties
Many industrial materials such as metal oxide ceramics and polymers exhibit a phe-
nomena known as thermal runway20,21 where dielectric properties change rapidly with
temperature thereby affecting the heating patterns due to microwave considerably in the
sample. In foods, dielectric properties are functions of temperature and moisture. There-
fore, the computational model, in addition to accounting for all the different physics,
should be fully coupled so that it can go back and forth between different physics (elec-
tromagnetics and transport) and update time dependent property values as needed. This
is yet another modeling challenge that has not been addressed previously. Prior mod-
els that included dielectric property change are for simpler cases which considered heat
transfer only22 or did not solve the Maxwell’s equations23. In this work, we develop
a fully coupled model that includes a property updating scheme so that the model can
work effectively for a wide variety of materials including thermal runway materials.
4.2.3 Experimental measurement and validation techniques used
previously
It is critical not only to formulate a systematic modeling approach that accounts for
all the physics occurring in the sample but to also have a sophisticated experimental
technique to validate the computational model. Detailed and accurate measurement of
volumetric electromagnetic heating can be obtained from 3D mapping of heating pro-
files using a technique such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)24. Although a few
studies have looked at detailed measurement and validation techniques using MRI6,25,
most of these have reported temperature distributions only. Others have used techniques
such as measurement of surface temperatures using infrared camera7 or thermosensitive
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paper26 and point temperature measurement using fiber optic temperature probe27 that
do not give a complete picture of the 3D heating process involving volumetric electro-
magnetic heating. Moisture movement and distribution is critical to the quality of the
final product as discussed above; however, quantitative distribution of moisture in 3D
has not been reported earlier28–30. In this study, we not only include the mapping of
temperatures but moisture as well using MRI that again presents inherent challenges.
The computational model is comprehensively validated by comparison with the experi-
mental temperature and moisture profiles.
4.2.4 Objectives
The main objectives of this study are to: 1) Formulate and solve a fundamental physics
based mathematical model for combination heating processes; 2) Use magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) measurements for fundamental understanding of the process and
to validate the computational model; 3) Use the computational model to test “what-if”
scenarios during combination heating with the aim of design and optimization of the
process.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the mathematical formulation consisting
of electromagnetics and multiphase porous media models is presented and the solu-
tion strategy is discussed. Subsequently, the experimental methodology that includes
the combination oven, test material and MRI details is discussed. The model is then
validated using the MRI results and its predictions are used to understand different com-
bination heating processes.
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4.3 Mathematical Model
Mathematical description of the combination heating process broadly requires the so-
lution of two different physics- electromagnetics in the oven cavity and sample, and
heat, mass and momentum transport in the sample. The Maxwell’s equations of elec-
tromagnetics are solved to obtain the electric field inside the oven cavity and sample
and coupled with a multiphase porous media model to obtain temperature and moisture
distribution in 3D inside the samples. These different physics are discussed in details
separately in the following sections.
4.3.1 Electromagnetics- Solution of Maxwell’s equations in the oven
cavity and sample
The Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics for variable dielectric properties are given
by:
r  E D  j!0H (4.1)
r H D j!0E (4.2)
r  E D 0 (4.3)
r H D 0 (4.4)
where E is the electric field intensity and H is the magnetic field intensity, both defined
as time harmonics:
E.x;y; z; t/ D E0.x;y; z/ ei!t (4.5)
H.x;y; z; t/ D H0.x;y; z/ ei!t (4.6)
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The complex relative permittivity, , of the dielectric material (model food product) is
given by:
 D 0 C i00 (4.7)
where 0 is the dielectric constant and 00 is the dielectric loss factor.
Boundary Condition The combination oven walls were perfect electric conductors.
Therefore:
Etangential; oven wall D 0 (4.8)
Microwave heating term The heat absorbed by the sample per unit time due to the
microwaves is given by:
Q.x;y; z; t/ D 1
2
!o
00jEj2 (4.9)
4.3.2 Multiphase porous media model- Transport of momentum,
mass and energy in the sample
To describe the heat, mass and momentum transfer in the sample during the combination
heating process, a 3D multiphase porous media model was formulated. The sample was
considered as a porous material31 with three phases: solid, liquid water and gas. The
gas phase had two components: water vapor and air. The schematic of a representative
elementary volume (REV) of the material is shown in Figure 4.1. The volume fraction of
pores in a representative elementary volume of the material,V , is denoted by porosity,
:
 D Vp
V
D Vw CVg
V
(4.10)
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where Vw and Vg are the volume occupied by liquid water and gas phases in the
REV respectively. The structure of the sample does not change during the combination
heating process and hence the porosity remains constant.
The mass conservation equation for the transportable phases includes the effects of
bulk flow (convection), diffusion and capillary flow. The porous media model also incor-
porates the change of phase between liquid water and vapor (evaporation/ condensation)
throughout the domain. The energy conservation equation is solved for the mixture and
the effect of microwave heating is included as a source term obtained from the electro-
magnetics model.
Momentum Conservation
Darcy’s law is valid for flow in the porous media where velocities are low. The su-
perficial velocity for each moving phase (liquid water and gas) due to the gas pressure
gradient in the medium is therefore given by:
vsup;i D  kikr;i
i
rP (4.11)
where i D w denotes the liquid water phase and i D g the gas phase. The total gas
pressure is the sum of the partial pressures of vapor and air based on the ideal gas law,
P D pa C pv. The actual velocity due to the gas pressure for each phase based on the
volume occupied by that particular phase is therefore given by:
vi D   1
Si
kikr;i
i
rP (4.12)
where Sw and Sg are the liquid water saturation and gas saturation respectively. The
saturations, Si , denote the volume fraction of the liquid or gas phase with respect to
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pore volume:
Si D Vi
Vp
D Vi
V
(4.13)
Liquid water in the pores experience the capillary pressure, pc , in addition to the gas
pressure. Therefore,
pw D P   pc (4.14)
The effective velocity of the liquid phase is therefore given by
veff;w D   1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rpw
D   1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rP C 1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rpc
D vw C 1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
@pc
@Sw
rSw (4.15)
Equation 4.15 can be written in terms of capillary diffusivity32, Dc D  kwkr;ww @pc@Sw , and
water concentration, cw D wSw, in a compact form:
veff;w D vw   Dc
cw
rcw (4.16)
Mass Conservation
The mass conservation equation for the liquid water phase includes the bulk flow and
phase change:
@cw
@t
Cr  .veff;wcw/ D   PI
@cw
@t
Cr  .vwcw/ D r  .Dcrcw/   PI (4.17)
The continuity equation for the gas phase is given by:
@cg
@t
Cr   vgcg D PI (4.18)
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The mass conservation equation for the vapor component of the gas phase includes bulk
flow, binary diffusion and phase change:
@cv
@t
Cr   vgcv D r  SgC 2
g
MaMvDeff;grxv

C PI (4.19)
Here vapor concentration is related to the gas concentration by its mass fraction, cv D
!vcg. Similarly, concentration of air, ca, is !acg. Knowing the mass fraction of vapor
from Equation 4.19, mass fraction of air can be calculated from the expression:
!a D 1   !v (4.20)
Energy Conservation
Energy conservation includes convection due to moving phases, conduction, phase
change and microwave heat source term calculated from Equation 4.9:24 X
iDs;w;v;a
 
cicp;i
35 @T
@t
C civi  r
24 X
iDw;v;a
 
cp;iT
35  Dcrcw  r  cp;wT 
D r   keffrT     PI CQ .x;y; z; t/ (4.21)
Here the effective thermal conductivity is given by the volume weighted average of the
different phases and components:
keff D .1   / k ths C 
n
Swk
th
w C Sg

!vk
th
v C !ak tha
o
(4.22)
Phase change (Evaporation/ Condensation)
The formulation for phase change is obtained from the literature14:
PI D KMv
RT
 
pv;eq   pv
 (4.23)
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where pv;eq is the equilibrium vapor pressure which is a function of both temperature
and moisture content of the material.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
The boundary conditions needed to solve the set of governing equations are now listed
(also shown in Figure 4.1). Pressure was set to ambient at all surfaces of the cylindrical
sample:
P js D Pamb (4.24)
Water from the interior can move out of the boundary as vapor after evaporation. When
the liquid water saturation becomes high (Sw D 1/, water can also move out of the open
surfaces directly by drip flow. Therefore,
jn;wjs D hmSw .v   v; oven/C cwvn;w„ƒ‚…
whenSwD1
(4.25)
where jn;w is the total normal flux of water at a particular surface. Vapor can be con-
vected away from the open surfaces. Therefore,
jn;vjs D hmSg .v   v; oven/ (4.26)
Convection and radiant heating act only on the surface and are, therefore, included as
boundary conditions while solving the energy conservation equation. The loss of heat
due to evaporation of water, removal of liquid water (during drip flow) and vapor is also
included in the boundary condition for heat transfer:
qnjs D h.T   Toven/   hmSw .v   v; oven/ 
  hm
 
Sw C Sg

.v   v; oven/ cp;vT   cwvn;w cp;wT„ ƒ‚ …
whenSwD1
(4.27)
where qn is normal heat flux.
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Initial Conditions The initial conditions for the different variables are listed in the
input parameters table (Table 4.1).
4.3.3 Input Parameters
All input parameters used for the simulations are listed in Table 4.1. The heating modes
considered are detailed in Table 4.2.
4.3.4 Numerical Solution
The schematic of the computational domain along with the different physics solved for
in the subdomains are shown in Figure 4.1. The governing equations for electromag-
netics and porous media model need to be fully coupled. As temperature and moisture
distribution in the material changes with heating time, the dielectric properties change as
given in Table 4.1. This in turn changes the electric field distribution inside the oven and
sample and as a result, the microwave power absorbed (source term in the heat equation)
by the sample changes and electromagnetic simulations have to be repeated to determine
the updated microwave source term. Additionally, different finite element meshes for the
electromagnetics and heat transfer problems are needed that requires mapping of solu-
tion back and forth between the different meshes, different solvers for the two physics
and specification of coupling parameters also needs to be included. To incorporate this
coupling, the electromagnetics and porous media problems were independently setup
in COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA) graphical user interface
(GUI). A code was then written in scripting version of the software, COMSOL Script,
to implement the feedback mechanism. The electromagnetics problem was solved us-
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Table 4.1: Input parameters for the simulations
Parameter Value Source
Oven dimensions (m) 0.61  0.44  0.44
Sample (cylindrical) dimensions (m) 0.018 (rad)  0.035
Electromagnetics
Microwave frequency (GHz) 2.45
Dielectric constant, 0 27:403C 9:5387M   0:6018M2
Dielectric loss, 00 23:756  4:8009M C 0:3613M2
Transport
Porosity,  0.88 15
Viscosity
Water, w (Pa s) 0:988 10 3
Vapor and air, g (Pa s) 1:8 10 5
Intrinsic permeability
Water, kw (m2) 5 10 14 15
Vapor and air, kg (m2) 10 10 14 15
Relative permeability
Water, kr;w
Œ.Sw   0:09/=0:913 ; Sw > 0:09
31
0; Sw < 0:09
Vapor and air, kr;g
1  1:1Sw; Sw < 1=1:1
31
0; Sw > 1=1:1
Capillary diffusivity (water), Dc (m2/s) 10 8 exp. 2:8C 2M/ 15
Binary diffusivity, Deff ;g (m2/s) 2:6 10 6
Specific heat capacity
Solid, cps (J/kg K) 1650 34
Water, cpw (J/kg K) 4178 34
Vapor, cpv (J/kg K) 2062 34
Air, cpa (J/kg K) 1006 34
Thermal conductivity
Solid, kths (W/m K) 0.21 34
Water, kthw (W/m K) 0.57 34
Vapor, kthv (W/m K) 0.026 34
Air, ktha (W/m K) 0.026 34
Density
Solid, s (kg/m3) 1430
Water, w (kg/m3) 998
Vapor, v (kg/m3) Ideal gas law
Air, a (kg/m3) Ideal gas law
Latent heat of vaporization,  (J/kg) 2:26 106
Evaporation rate constant, K (/s) 1 10 3
Equilibrium vapor pressure, pv;eq (Pa)
psat .T / exp. 0:0267M 1:656
35
C0:0107e 1:287MM1:513 lnŒpsat .T //
Ambient pressure, Pamb (Pa) 101325
Mass transfer coefficient, hm (m/s) 6 10 3
Heat transfer coefficient, h (W/m2 K)
Top 80
Side 20
Oven temperature, Toven (ıC) 80
Initial Conditions
Pressure, P0 (Pa) 101325
Water concentration, cw;0 (kg/m3) 789.4
Vapor mass fraction, !v;0 0.01
Temperature, T0 (ıC) 22
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• Bulk flow
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• Phase change
Solid
Gas (Vapor + Air)
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• Binary diffusion
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             Heating
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Figure 4.1: a) The computational domain for the electromagnetic simulation (for mi-
crowave heating) consists of both the oven and the sample. b) Porous media model was
solved only inside the sample as shown. Also shown are the boundary conditions on the
surface of the sample.
ing the GMRES iterative solver with the Geometric Multigrid preconditioner. The mesh
consisted of a total of 367082 tetrahedral elements based on mesh convergence study.
For solving the energy equation, the UMFPACK direct solver was used with the sam-
ple discretized into 44865 elements. The solver selection for the two physics, solution
updating interval and mapping of the electromagnetic solution to the heat transfer mesh
and vice versa were programmed in the code. The simulations were run on a 3 GHz
Windows workstation with 16 Gb memory.
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Table 4.2: Different combination of heating modes considered.
Heating modes Air tempera-
ture, ıC
MRI measurement,
min
Convection, Radiant 80 10, 15, 20, 30
Cycled Microwaves (Cycling: 10 s ON,
40 s OFF), Convection, Radiant
80 10, 15, 20, 30
Full Microwaves, Convection, Radiant 80 —
4.4 Experimental Methodology
Heating was performed in a GE Combination Oven (Model No. JT930BHBB, Gen-
eral Electric Company, Louisville, Kentucky) located at the UC Davis NMR Facility. It
was equipped for convection-radiant and combined convection-radiant and microwave
heating modes. Two different settings of the oven representing different heating combi-
nations were selected for the experiments, one without microwaves and the other with
microwaves. The oven temperature for the convection-radiant heating combination was
set at 80ıC. For the microwave assisted heating combination, the oven temperature was
also set at 80ıC and microwave heating was on for 10 s for a 50 s cycle. For each of
the two heating combinations, samples were heated for 10, 15, 20, and 30 min. Two
replicates were performed for each heating combination. Samples were heated one at a
time at the center of the oven by placing them on a 5 cm diameter polysulfone disc in a
petri dish to minimize direct heating from the oven rack. After combination heating of
the sample, it was transferred to a 50 mL pyrex beaker that fit into the sample holder for
the imaging spectrometer.
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Electromagnetics (3D) Transport (3D)
Governing equations:
Maxwell’s equations of 
electromagnetics
(Eq. 1-4)
Governing equations
Boundary conditions:
Perfect electric conductor
(oven walls)
(Eq. 8)
Input parameters:
Table 1
Input parameters:
Table 1
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (GMRES solver)
Microwave heating term
(Eq. 9)
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (PARDISO solver)
Initial conditions:
Table 1
Boundary conditions
(Eq. 24-27)
Conservation of momentum:
liquid and gas phases
(Eq. 11-12)
Conservation of mass
(Eq. 17-20)
Gas
(Eq. 18)
Air
(Eq. 20)
Vapor
(Eq. 19)
Water
(Eq. 17)
Phase Change
(Eq. 23)
Conservation of energy:
solid, liquid and gas phases
(Eq. 21)
Coupling parameters- COMSOL Script
Properties, mesh, solver
Figure 4.2: Flow chart showing the sequence of steps followed to develop the computa-
tional model.
4.4.1 Test Material
The model product was rehydrated Wegmans Instant Mashed Potatoes (Wegmans Food
Markets, Inc., Rochester, New York). For each batch, 125 g of potato flakes (mois-
ture content of 0.068 wb) was mixed with 550 g hot (95-100ıC) distilled water. The
potato flakes and water were mixed thoroughly and the mixture was allowed to equi-
librate for 14 h in a 20ıC incubator in order to obtain a uniform consistency for MRI
imaging. Samples were prepared by placing the mixture in mesh cylinder container
with 3.66 cm internal diameter and 3.5 cm height. The mesh cylinders material was
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PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) (ET8500, Industrial Netting, Minneapolis, Minnesota)
that was suitable for high temperature applications and minimum interference with the
microwaves. Sample heating and magnetic resonance imaging commenced within an
hour of sample preparation.
4.4.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Measurements
MR imaging experiments were performed using a 7T super-conducting magnet and
Biospec console (Bruker Biospin MRI Inc., Billerica, MA) with 300 MHz for 1H-
resonance frequency. Three NMR protocols were used: gradient echo sequence (Fast
Low Angle Shot, FLASH), Multi-slice multi-echo sequence (MSME), and Carr Pur-
cell Meiboom Gill sequence (CPMG). The NMR parameters are given in Table 4.3.
The FLASH sequence was used to generate temperature maps; the MSME was used
to generate spin-lattice relaxation time (T2) maps and M0 maps. CPMG verified the
mono-exponential decay of the relaxation time (T2).
For each sample the sequence of NMR data acquisition was FLASH, MSME, CPMG
for the sample at room temperature sample and then FLASH, MSME, CPMG for the
same sample after heat treatment. Data was acquired over a time frame of 4.5 min for
the sequence (FLASH, MSME, CPMG). The samples were positioned identically in
the magnet for the imaging procedure before and after heat treatment. Temperatures
at different locations were calculated by measuring the phase shift using MRI and then
using the following expression:
T D '   'ref
˛ .TE/Bo
(4.28)
where ' is the phase value after heating, 'ref is the phase value before heating, Bo is
the magnetic field strength, ˛ is the proportionality constant, TE is the echo time and
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Table 4.3: MRI parameters for the experiments
MRI Parameters MSME FLASH
TE 8.527 ms 3.264 ms
# of TEs 16 NA
Flip angle NA 20 deg
TR 10000 ms 89.6 ms
Matrix size 128  128 128  128
FOV 64  64 mm2 64  64 mm2
No. of slices 12 (Coronal orientation) 12 (Coronal orientation)
Slice thickness 3.5 mm 3.5 mm
 is the magnetogyric ratio of hydrogen nucleus. The M0 values obtained from MRI
were correlated to moisture content measured using gravimetric analysis (described in
the next section). The temperature and moisture maps represented 12 horizontal slices
from the bottom to top of the cylindrical sample.
4.4.3 Gravimetric measurement of moisture loss
Moisture loss due to the heating process was determined using gravimetric measure-
ment. Each sample was weighed prior to heating at room temperature and immediately
following the combination heating process.
4.4.4 Input Parameter Measurements
Dielectric properties and heat transfer coefficients for modeling the convection-radiant
heating were measured experimentally. Other input parameters for the sample were
obtained from literature and are shown in Table 4.1.
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Dielectric properties. The dielectric properties (dielectric constant and loss) of the
samples were measured as a function of moisture content at the microwave frequency
of 2.45 GHz using HP85070 open ended coaxial high temperature probe (Agilent Tech-
nologies, Inc.) and a network analyzer (Agilent 8722ES).
Heat transfer coefficients. Point temperature and heat flux histories were measured
by thermocouples and heat flux sensors (HFS-3, Omega, Inc.) connected to FLUKE
data acquisition Bucket (Fluke Co.). The heat transfer coefficients for different heating
modes were calculated using the values of heat flux, surface temperature, and ambient
oven temperature.
4.5 Results and Discussions
Experimental validation of the mathematical model is presented for two different com-
binations of heating, followed by descriptions of temperature, moisture and pressure
distributions in the sample for various heating combinations and initial moisture content
of the sample. To comprehensively understand the process of combining the different
modes of heating for different materials, the variables that affect the final product such as
temperature, moisture content and pressure in the domain obtained from computations
are analyzed in detail for different conditions. Three different heating combinations
were considered, as listed in Table 4.2: convectionC radiant heating; cycled microwave
C convection C radiant heating; and full microwave C convection C radiant heating.
Samples at two different initial moisture contents of 82.1% wb (4.6 db) and 69.7 %
wb (2.3 db) were heated using these different combinations and the comparisons are
presented.
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4.5.1 Experimental validation of temperature and moisture
Experimental validation is critical considering the complexity of the computational
model. Validation was done by comparing the temperature and moisture content pre-
dicted by the model with the corresponding experimental values obtained from MRI
measurements for the different heating combinations, as shown in Figures 4.3-4.6.
These comparisons were done for two heating scenarios- the first included convection
and radiant heating only and the other heating combination comprised of microwave
(cycled), convection and radiant heating. Details of heating combinations are shown in
Table 4.2.
Convection C radiant heating The top subplot (i.e., Figure 4.3a in Figure 4.3) com-
pares the computed and measured average temperature or moisture history for the full
sample during the combination heating process. The other four subplots (Figures 4.3b–
4.3e) present average temperature and moisture histories at four different section. All
computed values were obtained using volume averaging. For convection and radiant
heating (Figure 4.3), both experiments and computations show that greater heating is
from the top of the sample which is exposed to the hot air. Moisture, on the other hand,
is lost uniformly from the sample, as shown in Figure 4.4. This is attributed to very high
initial moisture content (82% w.b.) and therefore, moisture loss depends entirely on
the external resistance (as determined by the mass transfer coefficient). However, this is
true only for this particular case where the initial moisture content is high and not in the
low moisture case discussed later in the paper in detail.
Cycled microwave C convection C radiant heating In case of microwave combi-
nation heating (Figure 4.5) experimental measurement as well as numerical prediction
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shows that there is more uniform heating of the sample with even the bottom slices being
heated by the penetrating microwaves and the temperatures at the corresponding slices
compared to convection and radiant heating (Figures 4.3b–4.3e) are higher as expected.
The cycling of the microwaves can also be observed from the wavy nature of the com-
puted temperature history plots. Moisture histories (Figures 4.6b–4.6e) are similar for
different slices, like for convection C radiant heating (Figures 4.4b–4.4e). However,
the amount of moisture loss is more compared to convection C radiant heating, due to
greater heating.
For a visualization of spatial variation of temperature in the samples, temperature
maps at different slices obtained from computations and MRI after 10 min of heating
are plotted in Figure 4.7. The computational model predicts the spatial temperature
variations for the two different combinations as obtained experimentally from MRI ac-
curately. Moisture maps are not shown as there is insignificant variation in the spatial
distribution at any particular time as was discussed for Figures 4.4 and 4.6.
4.5.2 Temperature distributions for different heating combinations
Average temperature history for high vs. low initial moisture contents for different
combination heating scenarios are shown in Figure 4.8. As expected, for a particular
moisture content, heating rate increases as amount of microwave heating is increased.
The temperatures are generally higher in the low initial moisture material for all heat-
ing combinations. Since the temperatures are higher for even the heating combination
that does not include microwaves, higher temperature values observed in the initially
drier product can be attributed to its lower specific heat capacity, 3410 J/kg K compared
to 3726 J/kg K initially. The microwave deposition is comparable in magnitude, 4.21
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of average temperatures at different times obtained from com-
putations and MRI experiments for the heating combination that involved convection
and radiant heating only (no microwaves). The topmost plot shows the average tem-
perature comparison for the full sample and the other plots show the comparison at 4
different slices from the bottom to the top of the cylindrical sample.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of average moisture content at different times obtained from
computations and MRI experiments for the heating combination that involved convec-
tion and radiant heating only (no microwaves). The topmost plot shows the average
moisture content comparison for the full sample and the other plots show the compari-
son at 4 different slices from the bottom to the top of the cylindrical sample.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of average temperatures at different times obtained from com-
putations and MRI experiments for the heating combination that involved convection,
radiant heating and microwaves. The topmost plot shows the average temperature com-
parison for the full sample and the other plots show the comparison at 4 different slices
from the bottom to the top of the cylindrical sample.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of average moisture content at different times obtained from
computations and MRI experiments for the heating combination that involved convec-
tion, radiant heating and microwaves. The topmost plot shows the average moisture
content comparison for the full sample and the other plots show the comparison at 4
different slices from the bottom to the top of the cylindrical sample.
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Figure 4.7: Temperature maps comparing the measured (using MRI) and computed
values at different slices in the samples after 10 min of heating.
W compared to 4.68 W at t = 20 min, since the electric field patterns do not change
significantly as the dielectric properties change.
High initial moisture content The comparison between the spatial temperature val-
ues obtained in the material heated using different combinations for a high initial mois-
ture material is shown in Figure 4.9. For convection and radiant heating, temperatures
are high at the top surface since it is open. The sample also heats up from the sides
but at a much lower rate (thermal resistance due to the mesh cylinder walls). When the
microwaves are on for the full time, there is considerable rise in temperatures in the
interior locations due to the focusing effect of the microwaves and the heating due to
convection and radiation on the surface cannot catch up. On the other hand when cycled
microwaves are added, although heating also takes place at the interior locations, the
time available for conduction of heat when the microwaves are off leads to more uniform
distribution of temperatures. As a result, there is no uncontrollable rise in temperatures
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Figure 4.8: Computed average temperature history for material with different initial
moisture contents heated using three different combinations.
in the interior and the sample is more uniformly heated. Thus cycling of microwaves
can be used very effectively to complement convection and radiant heating in order to
provide uniform heating to products during combination heating and at the same time
for speeding up the heating process. The ratio of convection and radiant heating power
to the microwave power absorbed by the sample is 5.8:1 for cycled and 1.2:1 for full
microwaves. The convection and radiant heating power is calculated by integrating the
surface heat flux over the sample surface. The microwave power absorbed is calculated
using Equation 4.9.
Low initial moisture content Figure 4.10 shows temperature distributions for the low
initial moisture sample. Again in this case, microwaves become the dominant mode of
heating when on for the full time and the surface does not get heated up as much. Cycled
microwaves complements convection and radiant heating well for more uniform heating.
The ratio of convection and radiant heating power to the microwave power absorbed by
the sample is 4.6:1 for cycled and 0.7:1 for full microwaves.
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Figure 4.9: Computed spatial temperature maps for material with high initial moisture
content heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
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Figure 4.10: Computed spatial temperature maps for material with low initial moisture
content heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
4.5.3 Moisture distributions for different heating combinations
4.5.4 Moisture distributions for different heating combinations
Many safety (microbiological/chemical) and quality attributes of the final food product
are related to the total moisture and moisture distribution after the heating/cooking pro-
cess, making them critical information. The overall moisture losses from the samples
heated by different combinations are shown in Figure 4.11. More moisture is lost from
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Figure 4.11: Computed average moisture content history for material with different
initial moisture contents heated using three different combinations.
samples that are heated to higher temperatures since heating leads to increased evapo-
ration and transport of water as water vapor in the porous medium. The moisture loss
in 20 min from the high initial moisture samples are 7, 7.6 and 9.4% for convection and
radiant, cycled microwave, convection and radiant, and full microwave, convection and
radiant heating respectively. For the low initial moisture samples these are 15.4, 17.5
and 22.1% respectively, showing is a marked increase (more than two-fold) in the loss
of moisture from the corresponding low initial moisture samples.
To determine the reason for the difference in moisture loss above, the total amount
of water lost as liquid water and water vapor from the surface were calculated for the
high and low moisture samples. At t = 20 min, for the high moisture sample heated using
microwaves for the full time, the rate of loss of water as liquid and vapor was 3.0210 6
and 1.8410 7 kg/s, respectively. For the low moisture material, they were 1.3610 6
and 1.2810 6 kg/s, respectively. It can be observed that although the rate of water
lost as liquid water reduces by half at low moisture content as the capillary diffusivity
decreases (see Table 4.1), there is a ten-fold increase in moisture loss as vapor. This
is attributed to the increase in temperatures as discussed for Figure 4.8 which leads to
increased evaporation in the overall domain and the binary diffusion and pressure driven
flow of vapor from the interior to surface.
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High initial moisture content Figure 4.12 presents the moisture distribution in the
high initial moisture samples after 20 min of heating. For convection and radiant heat-
ing, the moisture loss is mostly from the top surface with interior locations remaining
at high moisture content even after 20 min of heating. The dominant mode of trans-
port is capillarity which moves the liquid water to the surface and there is practically
no pressure driven flow or binary diffusion of the vapor since the interior locations are
not heated. The interior remains wet and the complete drying of the sample using only
convective and radiant heating is therefore expected to take a very long time. In case of
cycled microwave heating, there is additional mass transfer due to formation of vapor
in the interior locations by evaporation and movement to the surface by binary diffusion
and pressure driven flow. In case when the microwaves are on for the full time, very
high heating rates are involved and there is increased evaporation leading to comparable
moisture loss in the interior locations as well. In certain locations though, the moisture
loss from the surface is not able to keep up with additional moisture coming from inte-
rior and therefore the locations close to the surface have higher moisture content. This is
generally not desired during food preparation since it leads to soggy surface and is one
of the known drawbacks of microwave heating. Interestingly, this is not observed when
cycled microwaves are added and hence, careful addition of heating modes by matching
the relative rates of heating may help in development of custom products by keeping the
surface moisture low (crisp).
Low initial moisture content For the low initial moisture material, there is more vari-
ation in the moisture distribution even for convection and radiant heating (Figure 4.13).
This is attributed to higher evaporation in the low moisture material discussed earlier.
An interesting result observed here is that even when the microwaves are on for the full
time, there is no accumulation of moisture in the surface unlike the high moisture ma-
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Figure 4.12: Computed moisture content maps for material with high initial moisture
content heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
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Figure 4.13: Computed moisture content maps for material with low initial moisture
content heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
terial. The rate of evaporation of moisture due to convection and radiant heating near
the surface becomes higher than that due to microwave heating which in turn facilitates
moisture removal from the surface. This is also discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.14: Computed pressure distributions for material with high initial moisture
content heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
4.5.5 Pressure distributions for different heating combinations
High initial moisture content Pressure distributions (Figure 4.12) show that in con-
vection and radiant heating negative pressures (minimum value of -57 Pa) are developed
in the interior locations due to condensation of vapor. Very small positive pressures
(maximum value of 0.375 Pa) are observed close to the surface due to evaporation. In
case of cycled microwaves, pressures are mostly positive in the domain (maximum value
of 50.8 Pa); however there are a few spots which have negative pressure (minimum value
of -6.51 Pa) indicating condensation. Very high pressures are observed in the interior
locations (maximum value of 845.7 Pa) and the pressures are positive throughout the
domain when the microwaves are on for the full time as a result of the high microwave
heating rate. A general trend is therefore seen here that convection and radiant heat-
ing leads to negative pressure development in the core of the domain whereas during
microwave heating the pressures are generally positive.
Low initial moisture content In case of low moisture material (Figure 4.13), although
there is negative pressure development in the core region (minimum value of -29.9 Pa),
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Figure 4.15: Computed pressure distributions for material with low initial moisture con-
tent heated using different combinations after 20 min of heating.
the positive pressures near the surface (maximum value of 4 Pa) are higher which sup-
ports the fact that there is greater evaporation near the surface in low moisture material
as discussed earlier. For cycled microwave heating and with microwaves on for the full
time, pressures are positive throughout the domain with maximum values of 72.3 Pa and
615.5 Pa respectively. Thus, the trend mentioned in the previous paragraph regarding
the effect of heating modes on pressure development is also true here.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this work, combination heating was studied the most comprehensive way, using a
novel synergy of physics-based computation and MRI experimentation. This is also the
first study that uses complex coupling of Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetics in
3D with a multiphase porous media model to study combination heating. The coupling
of different physics and MRI measurements both present unmatched computational and
experimental challenges. The use of such a technique is, however, required in the study
of combination heating processes, otherwise predictions of critical parameters such as
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microwave energy deposition, temperature, moisture content and pressure in space and
time are not possible. Knowledge of these factors can, in turn, lead to a quantum im-
provement in speed, quality and safety of food preparation, increased ability of automa-
tion and customization, retention of food nutrition and organoleptic qualities, reduction
of food wastage, and increase of energy efficiency.
The key conclusions from the work are summarized as follows. (1) For a combina-
tion heating process that includes microwaves, distribution of parameters such as tem-
perature and moisture content in 3D were obtained, that are critical to comprehensively
understand and optimize the process. (2) More specifically, microwaves complement
the convection and radiant heating regimes well. Also different mass transfer mecha-
nisms were found to be dominant for different heating combinations; capillary flow for
convective and radiant heating and pressure driven and binary diffusion for microwave
heating. However, matching of relative power from convection and radiant heating,
and microwaves is extremely critical to obtain a balanced heating rate in the material
and to avoid formation of extreme regions of high temperature or excessive moisture.
Generally the combination heating process provides uniform heating when the relative
microwave power is substantially lower than the power due to convective and radiant
heating. (3) High and low moisture materials behave differently under microwave com-
bination heating. Higher temperatures and moisture loss was observed for low moisture
material. It was found that low moisture materials can be heated uniformly using higher
microwave power which is not possible in high moisture material. Therefore, these
factors must be taken into consideration before designing a combination heating pro-
cess. (4) Cycling of microwave is useful in distribution of excessive volumetric heat by
microwaves and can increase the effectiveness of the combination heating process.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Description and unit
Bo magnetic field strength, T
c concentration, kg m 3
cp specific heat capacity, J kg 1K 1
C molar density, kmol m 3
Deff;g effective gas diffusivity, m2s 1
D capillary diffusivity, m2s 1
E electric field intensity, V m 1
h heat transfer coefficient, W m 2K 1
hm mass transfer coefficient of vapor, ms 1
H magnetic field intensity, A m 1
i imaginary unit,
p 1
PI volumetric evaporation rate, kgm 3s 1
j total mass flux, kg m 2s 1
kth thermal conductivity, Wm 2K 1
k intrinsic permeability, m2
kr relative permeability
K non-equilibrium evaporation constant
m overall mass fraction
M moisture content, db
Ma;Mv molecular weight of air and vapor
n normal direction
P;p total pressure and partial pressure, respectively, Pa
q heat flux, W m 2
Q microwave source term, Jm 3s 1
R universal gas constant, J kmol 1 K 1
S saturation
t time, s
T Temperature, ıC
TE echo time, s
v velocity, m s 1
V volume, m3
x; y; z directions, m
Greek Symbols
˛ proportionality constant, ppm/ıC
 magnetogyric ratio of hydrogen nucleus, rad/s T
 density, kg m 3
 latent heat of vaporization, J kg 1
!a; !v mass fraction of vapor and air with respect to total gas
 porosity
 dynamic viscosity, Pa s
0 permittivity of free space, 8.854 x 10 12 Fm 1
0 permeability of free space, 4 x 10 7 Hm 1
 complex relative permittivity
0 dielectric constant
00 dielectric loss
! angular frequency, rad s 1
' phase shift, rad
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CHAPTER 5
FULLY COUPLED SOLID MECHANICS- MULTIPHASE POROUS MEDIA
MODEL
5.1 Abstract
Microwave puffing refers to significant structural changes in the material due to high
pressure development caused by phase change during rapid heating. The process can be
used to obtain low-fat healthy foods and ready-to-eat products to substitute deep fried
foods. Microwaves provide an excellent means to perform puffing due to the high heat-
ing rates involved. The two-way coupling of the complex transport process and large
deformations in the material, which is critical to accurately simulate the microwave puff-
ing process, was implemented. A multiphase porous media model that includes different
phases: solid, liquid water and gas and incorporates pressure driven flow and evapora-
tion was used to describe the transport processes in the material. Large deformations
were included to model volume change and the material was treated as hyperelastic. A
moving Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) grid setting was used. The model was val-
idated using surface temperature distribution, point temperature history, volume change
and overall moisture loss experiments. The effect of various processing and operating
conditions such as addition of other modes of heating, initial moisture content, sample
size and relative humidity of the surroundings was studied to develop and optimize the
process.
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5.2 Introduction and objectives
In food processing, puffing is the rapid heating of food products to form vapor (and thus
generate pressure) inside the material that in turn changes the food structure. Increased
interest in the process is due to its ability to obtain low-fat healthy foods and ready-to-
eat products that emulate deep fried foods1–3. Microwaves provide an excellent means
to perform puffing due to the high heating rates involved. During the puffing process,
the material is subjected to rapid heating using microwaves that leads to evaporation
and pressure generation. This pressure build-up in turn causes the material to puff. The
volume change in materials during processes such as potato puffing can be approxi-
mately4 15 to 25%. To develop and optimize this complex process, a comprehensive
understanding of the process through physics-based modeling and experimentation is
needed.
Microwave puffing is definitely a process with rapid heat and mass transfer combined
with large deformations1,5. Although studies have been reported that aim to determine
optimum processing conditions4,7–10 by measuring properties11–14 of fruits and vegeta-
bles for different puffing methods, attempts to understand the process comprehensively
with the help of physics-based models are lacking with one exception in the case of
vapor-induced puffing15. However, this particular work involves modeling bubble ex-
pansion in the pores in molten starch and does not consider the overall solid structure of
the material which is critical and is intended in this work. Also, the model15 is defined at
a microscopic level and therefore does not include transfer of heat and water vapor in the
continuum. Similarly, others have used bubble growth models for different applications
16,17
. Some others18,19 have also used bubble growth models for studying extrusion and
included transport of water vapor; however, these models used the effective diffusiv-
ity formulation, which does not describe the transport phenomena, especially pressure
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driven flow and evaporation/condenstaion, comprehensively.
To model the microwave puffing process accurately, two way coupling effects of
transport and large deformation need to be considered. The transport problem itself
is very complex due to the presence of multiple phases- solid, liquid (water) and gas
(air and water vapor); and multiple modes of transport- capillary flow, binary diffusion
and pressure driven flow; along with rapid phase change (evaporation/ condensation).
Researchers have implemented the transport problem with all the different components
for varied applications20–23 neglecting any deformation. Some have only considered
heat transfer with small24 or finite deformations25. Others have implemented relatively
simple transport problems coupled with small deformation models that do not account
for all the different phenomena mentioned earlier26–28.
In case of microwave puffing, the solid mechanics problem becomes complex as well
due to both geometric and material non-linearity. The structural changes in the material
are large and hence large deformations have to be considered. Most of the modeling
work that have included detailed transport formulation have only implemented small
deformation version of the problem29–32 that not only makes the problem simpler but
cannot be applied to a process such as puffing where deformations are large. Moreover
some of this work29,30 use Luikov type models where the transport cannot be easily
related to measurable physical processes. Some others have included empirical mod-
els for deformations33. Other researchers34–37 have considered large deformations but
their transport problem was not as complex with no phase change or hygroscopicity of
the material. Yet others have included detailed transport but used linear constitutive re-
lationships for large deformation problems38,39. In this work, we not only implement
multiphase transport in a porous material but also consider large deformations for the
solid mechanics problem. Although excellent texts exists that discuss similar problems
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Solid mechanics
Multiphase porous media transport
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(w.r.t. solid matrix)
Source term
- function of moisture content
(see Input Parameters section)
Initial conditions:
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Boundary conditions
(Eq. 16-19)
Conservation of momentum:
liquid and gas phases
(Eq.  4, 8)
Conservation of mass
(Eq. 9-12)
Gas
(Eq. 10)
Air
(Eq. 12)
Vapor
(Eq. 11)
Water
(Eq. 9)
Phase Change
(Eq. 15)
Conservation of energy:
solid, liquid and gas phases
(Eq. 13)
Input parameters:
Table 1
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (UMFPACK solver)
Governing equations:
Linear momentum balance
(Eq.  20)
Constitutive equations:
Hyperelstic
(Neo-Hookean formulation)
(Eq. 21)
Pressure gradient
(see Eq 20)
Change in 
porosity, 
permeability
(Eq 2, 23)
Solid matrix velocity
(moving mesh for ALE description)
Boundary conditions:
1) Free (open surfaces)
2) Zero normal displacement
(symmetry surfaces)
Figure 5.1: Flow chart showing the coupling between the different physics and the so-
lution methodology.
especially in groundwater flow applications40–42, in our knowledge this complete prob-
lem with all the transport and solid mechanics components has not been solved.
5.3 Mathematical model
As discussed earlier, the two-way coupling of multiphase porous media transport and
solid mechanics (including large deformations) is critical to accurately simulate the mi-
crowave puffing process. The coupling is implemented by formulating the set of equa-
tions in a moving Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) grid setting43,44. The models
for transport and solid mechanics, and their coupling are discussed in details in the fol-
lowing sections. The coupling is also shown schematically in Figure 5.1.
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5.3.1 Transport– Multiphase porous media model
A 3D multiphase porous media model was formulated to describe the heat, mass and
momentum transport during microwave puffing. The sample was considered porous45
with three phases: solid, liquid water and gas. The gas phase had two components:
water vapor and air. The schematic of a representative elementary volume (REV) of
the material is shown in Figure 5.2a. The volume fraction of pores in a representative
elementary volume of the material, V , at any time t is denoted by porosity, :
 D Vp
V
D Vw CVg
V
(5.1)
where Vw and Vg are the volume occupied by liquid water and gas phases in the
REV respectively. Note that this definition of porosity is generally what is considered
in the porous media literature45 and it includes the volume fraction of the gas as well as
the liquid phase (water). This definition is different from the conventional meaning of
porosity that only refers to gas phase volume fraction.
As the structure of the sample matrix changes due to deformation, the porosity
changes. The volume of the solid matrix, however, does not change. Therefore the
porosity, , at any time t in a deforming medium can be determined using the following
relation:
.1   /V D .1   0/V0 (5.2)
where V0 and 0 are the initial volume and porosity of a REV respectively.
Momentum balance
Darcy’s law is considered for the flow of the movable phases (liquid water and gas) in
the porous medium. For the deforming medium, the superficial velocity for each moving
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Water
• Bulk flow
• Capillary flow
• Phase change
Solid
Gas (Vapor + Air)
• Bulk flow
• Binary diffusion
• Phase change
Representative elementary volume (REV)
a) Transport- Multiphase porous medium
b) Deformation
  Heat
transfer
Initial configuration Current configuration
X x(X, t)
REV REV
i
j
k
dx = F . dX
Figure 5.2: a) Representative elementary volume (REV) of the porous medium with the
different phases and modes of transport considered. b) The initial and current configu-
ration of a REV during deformation. Here F is the deformation gradient tensor.
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phase due to the gas pressure gradient in the medium, with respect to the solid matrix
velocity, vs, is therefore given by:
vsup;i s D  kikr;i
i
rP (5.3)
where i D w denotes the liquid water phase and i D g the gas phase. Here, the relative
velocity, vsup;i s, is defined as vsup;i s D vsup;i   vs, and the total gas pressure is the sum
of the partial pressures of vapor and air based on the ideal gas law, P D pa C pv. The
relative velocity (with respect to the solid matrix) due to the gas pressure for each phase
based on the volume occupied by that particular phase is therefore given by:
vi s D   1
Si
kikr;i
i
rP (5.4)
where Sw and Sg are the liquid water saturation and gas saturation, respectively. The
saturations, Si , denote the volume fraction of the liquid or gas phase with respect to pore
volume:
Si D Vi
Vp
D Vi
V
(5.5)
Liquid water in the pores experiences capillary pressure, pc , in addition to the gas pres-
sure. Therefore,
pw D P   pc (5.6)
The effective velocity of the liquid phase (with respect to the solid matrix) is therefore
given by
veff;w s D   1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rpw
D   1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rP C 1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
rpc
D vw s C 1
Sw
kwkr;w
w
@pc
@Sw
rSw (5.7)
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Equation 5.7 can be rewritten in terms of capillary diffusivity46, Dc D  kwkr;ww @pc@Sw , and
water concentration, cw D wSw:
veff;w s D vw s   Dc
cw
rcw (5.8)
Mass balance
The mass balance equation for the transportable phases includes the effects of bulk flow
(convection), binary diffusion (gas phase) and capillary flow (liquid phase). Mass con-
servation equation for the liquid water phase includes the bulk flow, capillary flow and
phase change. The equation is written using the ALE description with the mesh moving
with the solid matrix velocity vs 39:
@cw
@t
C .vw   vs/  rcw C cwr  vw D r  .Dcrcw/   PI (5.9)
Similarly, the continuity equation for the gas phase is given by:
@cg
@t
C  vg   vs  rcg C cgr  vg D PI (5.10)
Mass balance equation for the vapor component of the gas phase includes bulk flow,
binary diffusion and phase change:
@cv
@t
C  vg   vs  rcg C cgr  vg D r  SgC 2
g
MaMvDeff;grxv

C PI (5.11)
Here vapor concentration is related to the gas concentration by its mass fraction, cv D
!vcg. Similarly, concentration of air, ca, is !acg. The mass fraction of air can be
calculated using the mass fraction of vapor from Equation 5.11:
!a D 1   !v (5.12)
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Energy balance
The energy balance equation is solved for the mixture and the effect of microwave heat-
ing is included as a source term. Detailed discussion regarding microwave source term
calculation is included in the Input Parameter section. Energy conservation includes
convection due to moving phases, conduction, phase change and microwave power ab-
sorption term:
@
@t
24 X
iDs;w;v;a
 
cicp;iT
35 C X
iDw;v;a
.vi   vs/  r
 
cicp;iT
C X
iDw;v;a
 
cicp;iT r  vi

 cp;wT r  .Dcrcw/ D r 
 
keffrT
    PI CQmic (5.13)
Here the effective thermal conductivity is given by the volume weighted average of the
different phases and components:
keff D .1   / k ths C 
n
Swk
th
w C Sg

!vk
th
v C !ak tha
o
(5.14)
Evaporation/ Condensation
The porous media model incorporates the change of phase between liquid water and va-
por (evaporation/ condensation) throughout the domain using the following expression
20:
PI D Kevap Mv
RT
 
pv;eq   pv
 (5.15)
where pv;eq is the equilibrium vapor pressure which is a function of both temperature
and moisture content of the material.
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Axis
Symmetry0.017 m
0
.0
0
4
 m
Boundary conditions:
Multiphase porous media model
- Ambient pressure
- Liquid water: convection as vapor, drip flow
- Vapor: convection
- Heat: convection, heat loss due to water 
   and vapor removal
Solid mechanics model
- Free displacement
Figure 5.3: Schematic and boundary conditions for the problem.
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the transport problem are now listed and are also shown in
Figure 5.3. Pressure was set to ambient at the open surfaces (top and right boundaries
in Figure 5.3):
P js D Pamb (5.16)
Water from the interior can move out of the boundary as vapor after evaporation. When
the liquid water saturation becomes high (Sw D 1/, water can also move out of the open
surfaces directly by drip flow. Therefore,
jn;wjs D hmSw .v   v; oven/C cwvn;w„ƒ‚…
whenSwD1
(5.17)
where jn;w is the total normal flux of water at a particular surface. Vapor can be con-
vected away from the open surfaces. Therefore,
jn;vjs D hmSg .v   v; oven/ (5.18)
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The air inside the microwave is at room temperature; the surface of the sample therefore
is subjected to cooling by convection. The loss of heat due to evaporation of water,
removal of liquid water (during drip flow) and vapor is also included in the boundary
condition for heat transfer:
qnjs D h.T   Tamb/   hmSw .v   v; oven/ 
  hm
 
Sw C Sg

.v   v; oven/ cp;vT   cwvn;w cp;wT„ ƒ‚ …
whenSwD1
(5.19)
where qn is normal heat flux.
Initial Conditions
The initial conditions for the different variables are listed in the input parameters table
(Table 5.1).
5.3.2 Solid Mechanics
To determine the deformation in the material during the puffing process, a solid mechan-
ics model needs to be formulated and solved. The model includes geometric as well as
material non-linearity. Large deformations in the REV and the deformation gradient
tensor for the mapping are illustrated in Figure 5.2b.
Linear momentum balance
The linear momentum balance is solved to obtain the stresses. Since large deforma-
tions are involved, Lagrangian measures of stress and strain are used. The gas pressure
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gradient causes the deformation. Therefore,
rX 
 
S  FT   rP D 0 (5.20)
where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff (PK2) stress tensor, F is the deformation gra-
dient tensor and P is the gas pressure. Notation X refers to the Lagrangian reference
frame. The PK2 stress is related to the Cauchy stress, which is normally used for small
deformation problems, by
S D JF 1    F T (5.21)
where J is the Jacobian determinant of the deformation gradient tensor, F. The strain
measure is the Green-Lagrange (or Green) strain tensor, E, given by
E D 1
2
 
FT  F   I (5.22)
The stored energy function relates the stress and strain tensors
S D @W
@E
(5.23)
To solve Equation 5.20, we need to consider an appropriate material model (constitutive
equations) and thereby determine the form of this stored energy function. This is now
discussed.
Constitutive equations
As discussed earlier, during puffing large deformation of the material is involved. A
non-linear material model (stress-strain relationship), therefore, needs to be used to ob-
tain a consistent formulation for the problem. The linear Hooke’s law of elasticity is
applicable only for the special case of small deformations and is not valid in this case.
The hyperelastic Neo-Hookean material model is an extension of the Hooke’s Law of
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elasticity to large deformations. Therefore, the Neo-Hookean formulation is considered
for the problem. The stored energy function for a Neo-Hookean material is given by43:
W D K
2
.J   1/2   G
2

I1   3

(5.24)
where K and G are the initial bulk and shear modulus respectively. Here I1 is the
first invariant (trace) of the right Cauchy-Green tensor, C (D FT  F), for the volume
preserving (deviatoric) part. The first and second terms on the right in Equation 5.24 are
the volumetric and deviatoric contributions, respectively. The multiplicative split of the
deformation gradient tensor into volumetric and deviatoric parts is defined by47
F D J 13 F (5.25)
where J 13 is the volumetric part and F is the volume preserving part. By definition,
the Jacobian determinant of the deformation gradient tensor for the volume preserving
part should be unity, which can be confirmed from Equation 5.25. It can be observed
that the multiplicative split for the large deformation case is analogous to the case of
small deformation where an additive split of the volumetric and deviatoric parts is used
(" D eC 1=3 trŒ" I). Finally, the deformation causes change in porosity which is given
by Equation 5.2.
Boundary conditions
The normal displacements on the symmetry boundaries to set to zero (see Figure 5.3).
The other boundaries have no constraints and are free to move.
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Table 5.1: Input parameters for the simulations
Parameter Value Source
Sample size (m) 0.034 (dia)  0.008 (h)
Viscosity
Water, w (Pa s) 0:988  10 3
Vapor and air, g (Pa s) 1:8  10 5
Intrinsic permeability
Water, kw (m2) 5  10 16 58
Vapor and air, kg (m2) 2  10 15 58
Relative permeability
Water, kr;w
Œ.Sw   0:09/=0:913 f ./; Sw > 0:09
45
0; Sw < 0:09
Vapor and air, kr;g
[1   1:1Sw f ./; Sw < 1=1:1
45
0; Sw > 1=1:1
Capillary diffusivity (water), Dc (m2/s) 4:5  10 7 exp. 2:8C 2M/
Binary diffusivity, Deff ;g (m2/s) 2:6  10 5 58
Specific heat capacity
Solid, cps (J/kg K) 1650 65
Water, cpw (J/kg K) 4178 65
Vapor, cpv (J/kg K) 2062 65
Air, cpa (J/kg K) 1006 65
Thermal conductivity
Solid, kths (W/m K) 0.21 65
Water, kthw (W/m K) 0.57 65
Vapor, kthv (W/m K) 0.026 65
Air, ktha (W/m K) 0.026 65
Density
Solid, s (kg/m3) 1530
Water, w (kg/m3) 998
Vapor, v (kg/m3) Ideal gas law
Air, a (kg/m3) Ideal gas law
Latent heat of vaporization,  (J/kg) 2:26  106
Evaporation rate constant, K (/s) 1  10 3 20
Equilibrium vapor pressure, pv;eq (Pa) psat .T / exp. 0:0267M
 1:656 66
C0:0107e 1:287MM 1:513 lnŒpsat .T //
Ambient pressure, Pamb (Pa) 101325
Mass transfer coefficient, hm (m/s) 0:011 21
Heat transfer coefficient, h (W/m2 K) 20 21
Ambient temperature, Tamb (ıC) 22
Microwave source term, Qmic (W/m3) 1:5  107ŒM0=M  1:17
Bulk modulus, K (Pa) 4:594  105 48,52
Shear modulus, K (Pa) 7:94  104 51
Initial Conditions
Porosity, 0 0.80 67
Pressure, P0 (Pa) 101325
Water concentration, cw;0 (kg/m3) 459
Vapor mass fraction, !v;0 0.01
Temperature, T0 (ıC) 22
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5.3.3 Input parameters
All input parameters used for the simulations are listed in Table 5.1. Some of the input
parameters are discussed here.
Porosity factor for water and gas permeability The porosity of material (as defined
by Equation 5.1) changes with deformation as given by Equation 5.2. With change in
porosity of the material, liquid and gas permeabilities also change. The porosity factor,
f ./, in the Kozeny-Carman equation relates the liquid and gas permeability to the
porosity45. It is given by:
f ./ D


0
3 
1   0
1   
2
(5.26)
The liquid and gas permeability values were multiplied by this factor to include the
effect of porosity change on permeability in the model.
Bulk Modulus From literature48, the bulk modulus of raw uncooked potato was found
to be 5 MPa. However, the same work48 acknowledged that the modulus would de-
crease as the cell walls degrade during cooking or heating causing softening of potato
samples. Others49–52 have also shown that different processing conditions such as dry-
ing and microwave heating change the mechanical properties (e.g. Young’s modulus)
of raw potatoes substantially. They, however, did not measure the bulk modulus or the
Poisson’s ratio. In comparing boiling and microwave heating of potatoes52, microwave
heating was shown to result in more significant changes in mechanical properties of
raw potato due to advanced changes in the microstructure of potato tubers, and break-
down of hemicellulose and cellulose components with changes in cell appearance that
can include cell separation. Their data showed a 91% decrease in mechanical properties
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during microwave heating as compared to the raw state. Based on the bulk modulus
value of raw potatoes undergoing microwave heating, a bulk modulus of 459.4 kPa was
used for this study.
Shear modulus A shear modulus value of 79.4 kPa was obtained from literature51 for
microwave heated potatoes.
Microwave source term Since the sample size is very thin (Table 5.1), a uniform
microwave power absorption was assumed in the sample initially. The initial power
was measured using the IMPI 2l test53. The power was scaled to account for the lower
volume of the sample using data for power absorbed as function of sample volume from
literature54. At later times, the microwave power was a function of moisture content and
the relation (listed in Table 5.1) was also obtained from published literature21.
5.3.4 Solution details
Since the sample was cylindrical, a 2D axisymmetric geometry was considered, as
shown in Figure 5.3, to reduce computational requirements. The governing equations
were solved in COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA) using the
UMFPACK direct solver with a maximum time step of 0.01 s. The procedure followed
for solving the coupled problem is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1. A tetrahedral
mesh with 13128 elements was used based on mesh convergence analysis (not shown
here). The simulations were run on a 3 GHz Windows workstation with 16 Gb memory.
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5.4 Experimental methodology
Potato samples were used to study the microwave puffing process experimentally. Cylin-
drical samples were obtained by cutting fresh Russet potatoes using a punch. The ex-
perimental methodology used in literature for hot-air puffing of potatoes4 was followed.
The cylindrical samples were initially blanched for 2 min by placing them in boiling
water. Blanching was performed to stop enzyme action and soften the samples. Drying
was then carried out at 90ıC for 80 min in a hot air oven (Thermador JetDirect oven,
Model CJ302UB, Enersyst Development Center, Dallas, Texas). The samples were
dried slowly to a low moisture content (1.6-1.8 db) so that a partially impermeable
layer was formed at the surface that would restrict escape of gases during puffing. Puff-
ing was then performed by subjecting the samples to rapid heating using microwaves
for 60 s. Point temperatures were measured as functions of heating time in the sam-
ple during the puffing process using a fiber optic system (Fiso Technologies, Quebec,
Canada). Spatial distribution of temperature at the surface of the samples was obtained
using an infrared thermal imaging camera (FLIR A320, FLIR Systems, Boston, MA).
Moisture loss was determined as a function of time by puffing samples to different times
and measuring the weight loss. The change in volume of the samples during puffing was
measured using the rapeseed displacement method55 with an accuracy of 0.5 cm3.
5.5 Results and Discussion
Validation of the model was done by comparing the computed results with the exper-
imental measurement of temperature and moisture loss histories and volume change.
Transient and spatial temperature, moisture, pressure, evaporation rate and porosity dur-
ing the puffing process are discussed in this section, followed by sensitivity analysis of
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20 s 40 s 60 s
Figure 5.4: Spatial temperature distribution on the surface of the samples as obtained
from the thermal imaging camera after different times during puffing.
the model to input parameters.
5.5.1 Experimental validation
Spatial temperature distribution at the sample surface The spatial temperature
profiles at the sample surface at different times during puffing obtained from infrared
thermal imaging is shown in Figure 5.4. Very high temperatures are observed after 60 s
of puffing. In 60 s, most of the moisture is released in the form of liquid water due to
drip flow and as water vapor. The residual mass comprises mostly of the solid matrix
whose temperatures become very high. The highest temperature is obtained after 40 s
and then it starts to fall as the microwave power absorption reduces due to moisture loss
while cooling takes place at the surface. It can also be observed that the temperature
contours are fairly symmetric in the axial direction; thereby justifying the use of an
axi-symmetric model to reduce computational requirements. These temperatures maps
obtained from thermal imaging were then used to determine temperatures in the axial
direction and were compared with the simulated results, as shown in Figure 5.5. The
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Figure 5.5: Computed and measured (using thermal imaging camera) temperature dis-
tribution at the top surface of the samples at different times.
comparisons are seen to be quite good. The experimental temperatures are expected to
be lower since temperature measurement using the infrared camera was done after the
puffing process and the time lag (10 s) may have lead to cooling.
Temperature history To perform a more detailed validation, temperature histories
were obtained from experiments at a region about 2 mm below the surface of the sample
and halfway from the axis. The location of this region is approximate since it was nearly
impossible to position the fiber optic probe exactly due to the small dimension of the
sample and the finite thickness of the probe. In addition, the size of the sample changes
considerably during the puffing process. The point temperature measurements therefore
only provide a qualitative assessment of the temperature ranges that are observed during
the puffing process. Three different measurements are shown in Figure 5.6 along with
the predicted temperature history at the point. The temperatures predicted by the model
are found to be consistent with the measured values.
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Figure 5.6: Computed and measured (using fiber optic probes) temperature history at a
point 2 mm from the top surface and halfway from the axis of the sample (as shown).
Moisture loss Moisture loss obtained from the computational model as function of
time was found to closely match those determined gravimetrically as shown in Fig-
ure 5.7.
Volume change The volume change predicted by the model was compared to the ex-
perimentally measured values as shown in Figure 5.8. The general trend of volume
change predicted by the model was found to match the experimental result. A more ac-
curate determination of the solid mechanics parameters (bulk modulus and shear modu-
lus) and increasing the accuracy of the volume measurement may lead to a better match.
A detailed uncertainty analysis is presented later. The increase in volume with time
initially, followed by a decrease, is attributed to the decrease in microwave heating due
to moisture loss. As a result, evaporation decreases and there is less vapor formation
leading to lower pressures in the domain. However, there is a constant loss of vapor at
the surface which further decreases pressures in the domain and thereby the volume of
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Figure 5.7: Computed and measured (determined from weight loss) moisture content in
the samples as a function of puffing time. Error bars represent the standard deviation for
three measurements.
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Figure 5.8: Computed and measured (determined using rapeseed displacement method)
volume change in the samples as a function of puffing time.
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the sample decreases. Maximum volume around the same time (40 s) has also been
reported earlier56. The change in structure of the sample at different times during the
puffing process along with the deformed mesh are shown in Figure 5.9. There is consid-
erable change in volume during the puffing process. From Figure 5.8, it can be observed
that the overall change is about 20%. It is consistent with a previous study4 which also
reported about 25% volume change for hot air puffing (at 200ıC) of potatoes determined
using experiments.
As could be expected, large variability in the property values between potatoes sam-
ples exists due to the natural textural non-uniformity. These could also lead to inconsis-
tency in comparison of the computed and measured variables. However, based on the
experimental comparisons of the three model parameters (temperature, moisture, vol-
ume change), the model is considered to be validated. The analysis of the results are
now presented along with the sensitivity analysis to determine variables that affect the
puffing process.
5.5.2 Change in temperature, moisture, evaporation rate, pressure,
and porosity during puffing
Temperature, moisture, evaporation rate, pressure and porosity distribution in the do-
main at different times during puffing obtained from the simulation are shown in Fig-
ures 5.10-5.14. Temperatures in the interior of the sample increase with puffing time
due to microwave heating. The sample surface is exposed to the air at room temperature
which cools the surface. The temperatures are, therefore, generally higher in the interior.
Liquid water moves due to the action of the capillary forces. It is lost from the
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Initially
After 20 s
After 40 s
After 60 s
Figure 5.9: The deformed domain of the sample with the respective meshes at different
times during the puffing process.
surface by evaporation to water vapor and by drip flow, when surface water saturation
becomes close to unity. As temperature increases due to rapid heating, liquid water also
evaporates over the whole domain (Figure 5.12) forming water vapor that moves more
readily to the surface from where it is convected away. The moisture content at the
surface (Figure 5.11) is, therefore found to be very low as a result of these loses. With
time, considerable moisture is lost throughout the domain (from 1.7 d.b to 0.4 d.b.).
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After 40 s
After 20 s Temperature (°C)
After 60 s
Axis of symmetry
Symmetry
Figure 5.10: Computed temperatures inside the sample at different times during puffing.
The initial moisture content of the sample was 22ıC. The inner rectangle represents the
initial dimensions before puffing.
In a comprehensive review of puffing process for biological materials1, it was reported
that the optimum moisture content of puffed products are in the range of 0.16-0.54 d.b,
which is consistent with this study.
The porosity of the material changes due to the change in structure. As more liquid
water evaporates into vapor, the pressure inside the medium increases. It can be seen
from Figure 5.13 that significantly high pressures are developed. These high pressures
in turn causes the material to deform (shown in Figure 5.9). The very large defor-
mations cause significant change in porosity (defined by Equation 5.1) of the material
(Figures 5.14) as given by Equation 5.2. However, a feedback mechanism comes into
play that prevents further increase in pressure. As porosity increases, there is a drastic
increase in the permeability, as given by the Kozeny-Carman porosity factor (Equa-
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After 40 s
After 20 s
After 60 s
Moisture
content (d.b.)
Figure 5.11: Computed moisture content inside the sample at different times during
puffing. The initial moisture content of the sample was 1.7 db.
tion 5.26). Due to increase in the gas permeability the pressure decreases at a particular
location. The pressure therefore remains bounded which may be one of the reasons that
the material does not rupture during the process.
5.5.3 Sensitivity of the model to input parameters
With a large number of parameters needed in the complex model along with unavailabil-
ity of accurate values for some of these parameters, it is necessary to quantify the model
sensitivity to different parameters to have greater confidence in the predicted results.
For example, the value of bulk modulus has not been measured for the material for the
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After 40 s
After 20 s
Evaporation 
rate (kg/m3 s)
After 60 s
Figure 5.12: Computed evaporation rates inside the sample at different times during
puffing. Positive values represent evaporation and negative values correspond to con-
densation. Evaporation occurs over the whole domain. At the surface, due to lower
surrounding temperatures, some condensation is observed.
series of processes considered here, i.e., blanching followed by slow drying followed
by intensive microwave heating. In order to look into the effect of change in these pa-
rameters values on the results, sensitivity analysis was done for two parameters whose
accurate values were difficult to find in existing literature, bulk modulus and permeabil-
ity of water and gas. For bulk modulus, a series of values were considered in the range
of ˙20% of the value used for the simulations in this paper. Permeability values were
considered in the range of ˙50% of the value used for the simulations. Moisture con-
tent and volume change histories, as affected by bulk modulus and permeability, were
computed.
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After 40 s
After 20 s
Gauge 
pressure (Pa)
After 60 s
Figure 5.13: Computed gauge pressures inside the sample at different times during puff-
ing. Highest pressures occur near the center of the material.
Bulk modulus
Four additional values of bulk modulus (˙10%, ˙20%) were used to determine the
sensitivity of the model to this parameter. The range of bulk modulus values used was
estimated based on the literature data for potatoes undergoing intensive heating pro-
cesses49–52. Moisture loss and volume change histories are plotted in Figure 5.15. The
change in bulk modulus values do not affect the moisture loss predicted from the model
at all as can be seen in Figure 5.15a. However, the volume change depends considerably
on the value of bulk modulus. Lower values of bulk modulus represent softened tissues
that are easier to deform and therefore the volume increase is maximum for the mini-
mum bulk modulus value (at -20% of the original value). Deformation in the material
causes change in porosity that can potentially affect the transport processes inside the
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After 40 s
After 20 s Porosity
After 60 s
Figure 5.14: Computed change in porosity of the samples at different times during puff-
ing. The initial porosity of the sample was 0.8. Note that this porosity only represents
the change in volume of the material and it does not represent the loss of water.
medium. However, the changes in porosity are insignificant, with change of 0.44 and
-0.33% for -20% and 20% increase in bulk modulus values, respectively. As a result,
the transport inside the medium remains independent of the change in the bulk modulus
value and the moisture loss is not affected.
Water and gas permeability
Measurement of permeabilities of biological materials is still not a standard technique
and different literature sources have estimated a wide range of liquid and gas perme-
ability values in potatoes21,57,58. The reported values vary by more than two orders of
magnitude and these variations are so large that it is not feasible to incorporate them
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Figure 5.15: (a) Sensitivity of the process to change in bulk modulus using the total
moisture loss as the variable of interest. The moisture loss history is plotted for 5 differ-
ent values of bulk modulus: the original value (given in Table 5.1) and 10, 20, -10 and
-20% of the original value. (b) Sensitivity to the bulk modulus value with total volume
change as the variable.
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in the sensitivity analysis study as they render the problem non-physical (without cor-
responding change in other parameter value, e.g., moisture content, porosity, etc.) and
hence unsolvable. In order to account for the large variation, water and gas permeability
values were considered in range of˙50% of the original value. The resulting change in
moisture content and volume change of the material are plotted in Figure 5.16. Again
it is found that the change in permeability values did not affect the total moisture loss
as much but the volume change was influenced considerably. This is due to the drastic
change in pressures inside the domain with change in permeability values. When gas
permeability decreases, there is additional resistance to flow through the porous media
(as given by Equation 5.3) and as a result, the pressures increase.
Uncertainty analysis
For estimating the uncertainty in volume prediction from the model due to the input
parameters discussed above, an uncertainty analysis is carried out59. Keeping all other
parameters fixed, the volume at a specific time can be a function of bulk modulus (K)
and permeability (k):
V D f .K; k/ (5.27)
Here, the effect of both liquid and gas permeability is lumped into the variable k. The
uncertainty in volume is therefore:
V ˙V D f .K ˙K; k ˙k/ (5.28)
where  is the uncertainty interval for the two parameters. Using a first order approxi-
mation we get,
V ˙V D f ˙ @f
@K
K ˙ @f
@k
k (5.29)
To include the combined effect of all the uncertainties and to avoid inconsistencies due
to plus or minus sign in the different uncertainties, a statistical approach is taken60. The
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Figure 5.16: (a) Sensitivity of the process to change in liquid and gas permeabilities
using the total moisture loss as the variable of interest. The moisture loss history is
plotted for 5 different sets of permeabilities: the original set (given in Table 5.1) and
25, 50, -25 and -50% of the original set of values. (b) Sensitivity to liquid and gas
permeabilities with the total volume change as the variable.
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Figure 5.17: Uncertainty in volume change prediction from the model with time due to
the variation in bulk modulus and permeability values. Vmod , Vperm and Voveral l
represent percentage uncertainty due bulk modulus and permeability, and the overall
uncertainty respectively.
total uncertainty is therefore defined as the square root of the sum of the errors squared:
V D
s
@f
@K
K
2
C

@f
@k
k
2
(5.30)
The partial derivatives are calculated using a central differencing scheme, i.e., the deriva-
tives are calculated using function values corresponding to the maximum and minimum
values of the particular parameter. For example, for bulk modulus values:
VK D @f
@K
K  VK ;max   VK ;min
2
(5.31)
The percentage uncertainties plotted in Figure 5.17 are therefore defined as:
V mod D VK
Vorg
 100; Vperm D Vk
Vorg
 100; Voveral l D V
Vorg
 100 (5.32)
The overall uncertainty, in general, keeps increasing with the process time (Figure 5.17)
reaching a maximum value of about 9% after 46 s. Uncertainty in the choice of perme-
ability values affect the volume change more than the uncertainty in the bulk modulus
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value chosen. The results from this uncertainty analysis basically shows that there may
be large uncertainties in the volume change predicted by the model depending on the
chosen input parameters values. Accordingly, in general uncertainty in the predictions
must be considered while comparison with experimental data, e.g., in the volume change
validation presented in Figure 5.8, it must be kept in mind that the predicted values can
also be uncertain by as much as 9%.
5.6 Optimum conditions for puffing
The development of the comprehensive model provides us with a unique and exciting
opportunity to look at the different factors that can affect the puffing process and thereby
determine the optimum conditions for the process. In absence of sensory evaluation
data, the quality parameters that are deemed to be important for the final product are the
final moisture content and final volume. The effect of different processing conditions
on these quality parameters is now studied. The different parameters that are considered
are:
 Combination microwave heating
 Initial moisture content
 Sample size
 Relative humidity
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Figure 5.18: Surface heat fluxes corresponding to different power levels for infrared
heating. The data that was measured using heat flux sensors is taken from literature61.
5.6.1 Combination microwave heating
The effect of combining additional modes of heating such as infrared, hot air and forced
hot air on puffing characteristics were determined using the model.
Infrared heating
Infrared heating was combined with microwaves for puffing the samples. Surface heat
flux as a function of time due to infrared heating at different power levels measured using
heat flux sensors were obtained from literature61 for a particular oven (GE Advantium
Oven, General Electric Company, Louisville, KY). The fluxes (plotted in Figure 5.18)
were included as boundary conditions on the open surface of the sample. The total
moisture loss and volume change were determined for the different cases (plotted in
Figure 5.19). With increase in infrared power, the final volume was found to increase
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Figure 5.19: Change in puffing characteristics on addition of infrared heating. The
different power levels are plotted in Figure 5.18. Addition of infrared heating increases
the final product volume and decreases its moisture content and may therefore lead to a
better quality puffed product. The percentages are calculated based on the value of final
moisture content and volume for the sample puffed without infrared heating (original
case).
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and the final moisture content decreased (Figure 5.19). There is a decrease in moisture
content by 3.1 to 13.2% depending on the infrared power level compared to the sample
puffed using microwaves only. Infrared provides a constant source of additional surface
heating that causes increased evaporation and loss of moisture. Most of the additional
moisture loss is in the form of liquid water at the surface that is first evaporated and
then escapes as vapor. The increased vapor formation when infrared heating is added
also increases pressures62 which in turn leads to increase in the volume of the prod-
uct. The volume increase compared to microwave only heating is 4.1% for the highest
infrared power level. Increased volume and decreased moisture content of the final prod-
uct are both desired during puffing. The final volume relates directly to the texture and
crispiness of the product and almost all past studies on puffing of different materials1
including potatoes6,56 and cereals12 have used volume change as an index of puffing.
Lower moisture can potentially reduce the microbial activity for a shelf stable product.
Therefore, infrared addition to microwave puffing may lead to a better quality product.
Hot air heating
The effect of addition of hot air to microwave for puffing was studied. Almost all pre-
vious work on puffing used only hot air heating for the puffing process and as expected
the hot air temperature was deemed to be an important factor affecting puffing10,11. Four
different air temperatures were considered: 22, 100, 120 and 140ıC. It was assumed that
the change in airflow was insignificant and therefore the same heat transfer coefficient
of 20 W/m2K was used for the simulations. There was no appreciable change in the
volume of the puffed product on addition of the hot air heating mode (Figure 5.20a).
Hot air heating at the surface does not change the pressure distribution in the interior as
much; as a result the structural changes are insignificant. However, moisture loss was
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found to be 4.7% to 6.7% more compared to the sample puffed at room temperature
(Figure 5.20b). This is due to ease of removal for moisture from the surface of the sam-
ple by evaporation as a result of the high temperatures. Hot air can therefore be used
in addition to microwaves to reduce the final moisture content of the puffed product.
However these changes are not as significant compared to addition of infrared since the
surface heat flux due to hot air heating decreases as the surface temperature increases
with time.
Hot air and forced convection
Puffing was carried out by combining microwaves with hot air flowing at different ve-
locities. The hot air velocity inside the oven can be controlled by using fans in the
oven whose direction of rotation can be controlled63 (e.g. GE Profile oven, Model no.
JT930BHBB, GE, Inc., Louisville, KY) or by using impingement of air jet64 on the
sample surface (e.g. Thermador JetDirect oven, Model CJ302UB, Enersyst Develop-
ment Center, Dallas, TX). A moderate air temperature of 60ıC was considered. Three
different heat transfer coefficients that were used for the simulations were 25, 30 and
35 W/m2K. The corresponding mass transfer coefficient obtained using Lewis number
analogy were 0.017, 0.021 and 0.024 m/s respectively. For the original case, air temper-
ature was 22ıC, heat transfer coefficient was 20 W/m2K and mass transfer coefficient
was 0.011 m/s. In this case, although there was appreciable decrease in moisture, in the
range of 5.4 to 8.7%, with increase in heat transfer coefficient (Figure 5.21b), the volume
of the puffed product decreased by 3.3 to 5.2% compared to the volume obtained using
microwave only puffing. Moisture loss as expected is more as there is increased surface
evaporation due to the higher heat transfer coefficient as well as increased removal of
liquid water as well as vapor due to the higher mass transfer coefficient. However, as
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Figure 5.20: Change in puffing characteristics when the sample is heated with appli-
cation of hot air on the surface along with the microwaves. Hot air used in addition
to microwave heating can help reduce the final moisture content of the puffed product;
although the change is not as significant compared to addition of infrared. The per-
centages are calculated based on the value of final moisture content and volume for the
sample puffed at room temperature (original case).
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Figure 5.21: Change in puffing characteristics with addition of hot air at 60ıC at differ-
ent velocities on the surface. Puffing carried out under forced air convection may lead to
decreased volume products. The percentages are calculated based on the value of final
moisture content and volume for the original case where the heat transfer coefficient was
20 W/m2K.
moisture is lost as vapor, the pressure inside the domain decreases which results in de-
crease of the volume as the pressures are unable to puff the sample as much. Decrease in
volume of puffed product with the use of higher air velocity of puffing was also reported
in an experimental study6 for puffing of rehydrated potato flour.
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Figure 5.22: Change in puffing characteristics with the initial moisture content of the
samples. An initial moisture content near 1.4 db may be optimum for puffing. The
percentages are calculated based on the value of final moisture content and volume for
the sample with initial moisture content of 1.7 db (original case).
5.6.2 Initial moisture content
One of the most important variables that must be studied for the success of the puffing
process is the initial moisture content of the sample8,56. The moisture content should
be optimum, since if it is too high, the formation of vapor becomes difficult as greater
energy is required for evaporation. This effect was also discussed previously6. On
the other hand if there is too little liquid water to begin with the sample may become
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almost completely dry much before the end of the puffing process56. The initial moisture
content of the sample can be controlled by controlling the oven temperature and time
during drying step. Four different initial moisture content values were considered for
the simulations: 1.1, 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0 db. The volume change in the samples was not
appreciable in the initial moisture content range considered (Figure 5.22a). The final
volume of the driest sample was 4.7% less and for the sample at 1.4 db about 1.5%
less compared to the original sample at 1.7 db. However there was a drastic increase in
moisture loss for the drier samples (24-50%) compared to the sample at 1.7 db which
is desirable during puffing as discussed earlier. Therefore an initial moisture content
near 1.4 db may be optimum for puffing.
5.6.3 Sample size
The effect of the sample size on the puffing characteristics was studied. Samples of
different thicknesses were considered: 2, 4 and 6 mm. The thickness of the original
sample was 8 mm. Since the initial volumes of the samples were different, in order
to compare the final product obtained from the different samples, the volume change
with respect to initial volume of each sample in percentage was calculated and plotted
as shown in Figure 5.23a. It was found that volume change was the maximum for
the 8 mm sample. The thinnest sample showed almost no volume change ( 0.1%)
for the given set of puffing conditions. Since thinner slices may be more desirable for
consumption by the consumer, puffing conditions would have to be drastically changed.
This may involve starting with a higher moisture content, or using a much higher power
for microwaves, or possible addition of infrared heating. As thickness decreased, it was
also found that moisture content decreased drastically which is desirable (Figure 5.23b).
The transport domain becomes much smaller which the thickness and moisture from the
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Figure 5.23: Change in puffing characteristics with the initial thickness of the samples.
The thinnest sample (2 mm thick) showed almost no volume change after puffing. Vol-
ume change percentage is calculated with respect to initial volume of each sample. Final
moisture change percentage is calculated based on the value of final moisture content
for the 8 mm thick sample (original case).
interior is able to move faster to the surface from where it is removed.
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5.6.4 Relative humidity
Finally the effect of relative humidity of the surrounding air on the puffing characteristics
of the sample was studied. Relative humidity (RH) is defined as
RH D pv; amb
psat
 100% (5.33)
where pv; amb is the vapor pressure of water in air and psat is the vapor pressure of pure
water at the same temperature. To incorporate the effect of RH in the model, the v; oven
terms in boundary condition equations (Equations 5.17-5.19) were written as functions
of RH, saturation pressure and temperature,
v; oven D pv; ambMv
RTamb
D

psatRH
100

Mv
RTamb
(5.34)
Four different RH values were considered: 40, 60, 80 and 100%. The original case was
run for a RH of 0. The final moisture content and volume for the different RH values
are shown in Figure 5.24. The maximum volume increase was an insignificant 0.5%
for a RH of 100% compared to the sample puffed at 0 RH. The corresponding moisture
loss change was only 0.7%. It can therefore be concluded that RH does not an any
appreciable effect on the puffing characteristics.
5.7 Summary and Conclusions
A fully coupled model for multiphase transport and large deformation during microwave
puffing of a hygroscopic porous material was formulated, solved using a finite element
based software and validated using experimental measurements. A comprehensive un-
derstanding of the different phenomena such as evaporation/condensation, pressure de-
velopment, deformation and their relationships with heating rates and transport parame-
ters was developed. Such a detailed model is essential in order to understand a complex
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Figure 5.24: Change in puffing characteristics with the relative humidity of the sur-
rounding air. The RH of the air does not affect the puffing process significantly. The
percentages are calculated based on the value of final moisture content and volume for
the sample puffed at 0 RH (original case).
process such as puffing and has not been implemented earlier. Often drawbacks of such
complex models are the availability of accurate input parameters. To address this issue,
detailed uncertainty analysis was carried out. Once the model was developed and val-
idated, it provided us with a unique and exciting opportunity to take a detailed look at
factors affecting the puffing process and thus determine the optimum conditions for the
process.
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The major conclusions from the work are summarized as follows. (1) The model
accurately predicts the different variables during the puffing process as measured in
this work and also reported earlier by others. (2) Very high temperatures are required
to generate pressures needed to puff the material. The process may not be successful
unless carried out using an intensive heating source such as microwaves. (3) Although
pressures increase due to intensive microwave heating, they remain bounded due to a
complex feedback mechanism that includes change in porosity and permeability of the
material with puffing time. (4) Moisture loss was found to be largely independent of the
change in input parameters such as bulk modulus and liquid and gas permeabilities. (5)
Uncertainty in the choice of permeability values affect the volume change more than the
uncertainty in the bulk modulus value chosen.(6) Infrared addition to microwave puffing
increases the final product volume and decreases its moisture content and may therefore
lead to a better quality product. (7) Hot air can be used in addition to microwaves to
reduce the final moisture content of the puffed product; although the change is not as
significant compared to addition of infrared. (8) Heating of sample using forced air
convection may lead to decreased volume products. (9) An initial moisture content near
1.4 db may be optimum for puffing. (10) Thinner samples showed almost no volume
change after puffing. Puffing conditions may need to be drastically changed from the
method proposed in this study for successful puffing of thin samples. (11) Relative
humidity of the surroundings had no effect on the puffing characteristics.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Description and unit
c concentration, kg m 3
cp specific heat capacity, J kg 1K 1
C molar density, kmol m 3
Deff;g effective gas diffusivity, m2s 1
D capillary diffusivity, m2s 1
E Green-Lagrange strain tensor
F deformation gradient tensor
G shear modulus, Pa
h heat transfer coefficient, W m 2K 1
hm mass transfer coefficient of vapor, ms 1
PI volumetric evaporation rate, kgm 3s 1
j total mass flux, kg m 2s 1
J Jacobian of deformation gradient tensor, Pa
k th thermal conductivity, Wm 2K 1
k intrinsic permeability, m2
kr relative permeability
K bulk modulus, Pa
Kevap non-equilibrium evaporation constant
m overall mass fraction
M moisture content, db
Ma;Mv molecular weight of air and vapor
n normal direction
P;p total pressure and partial pressure, respectively, Pa
q heat flux, W m 2
Qmic microwave source term, Jm 3s 1
R universal gas constant, J kmol 1 K 1
S saturation
S second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor, Pa
t time, s
T Temperature, ıC
v velocity, m s 1
V volume, m3
W stored energy function, Pa
x; y; z coordinates (Eulerian frame), m
X; Y; Z coordinates (Lagrangian frame), m
Greek Symbols
 density, kg m 3
 latent heat of vaporization, J kg 1
!a; !v mass fraction of vapor and air with respect to total gas
 porosity
 dynamic viscosity, Pa s
 Cauchy stress tensor, Pa
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APPENDIX A
FUTURE WORK
In this work, fundamental physics based modeling was used in synergy with related
experimentation to study, understand and optimize microwave and combination heating
processes. Future work can be accomplished in the following areas by utilizing and
extending the framework developed in this work:
A.1 Combination heating extended to complex food systems
In the present work, study of combination heating processes (Chapters 2-4) included
materials that did not deform during the heating process and hence, were considered
as rigid porous media. However, complex food systems such as meats undergo signif-
icant deformation during the heating process. A fully coupled electromagnetics-porous
media transport-solid mechanics model needs to be used for modeling such processes.
Additionally the problem would have to be solved in a 3D setting since axi-symmetry
assumption would not be valid for relatively large samples (as compared to thin samples
considered in Chapter 5) heated by microwaves. The model for coupled porous media
transport and solid mechanics developed in Chapter 5 can be further integrated with the
full electromagnetic model (solving the Maxwell’s equations) for studying such systems.
The comprehensive computational framework for solving such a problem is shown in
Figure A.1.
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Solid mechanics (3D)
sample only
Multiphase porous media transport (3D)- sample only
Governing equations
(w.r.t. solid matrix)
Initial conditions
Boundary conditions
Conservation of momentum:
liquid and gas phases
Conservation of mass
Gas
AirVapor
Water
Phase Change
Conservation of energy:
solid, liquid and gas phases
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (UMFPACK solver)
Governing equations:
Linear momentum balance
Constitutive equations:
Hyperelstic
(Neo-Hookean formulation)
Pressure gradient
Change in 
porosity, 
permeability
Solid matrix velocity
(moving mesh for ALE description)
Boundary conditions:
1) Free (open surfaces)
2) Zero normal displacement
(symmetry surfaces)
Electromagnetics (3D)
oven+sample
Governing equations:
Maxwell’s equations of 
electromagnetics
Boundary conditions:
Perfect electric conductor
(oven walls)
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (GMRES solver)
Microwave heating term
Coupling parameters- COMSOL Script
Properties, mesh, solver
Figure A.1: Coupling between electromagnetics, multiphase porous media transport and
solid mechanics (including large deformations) and the solution methodology.
A.2 Combination microwave heating including infrared heating us-
ing radiation modeling
Radiant heating was included as a boundary condition (using a heat transfer coefficient
measured experimentally) for studying combination heating process involving radiant
heating in this work. A sophisticated model for full radiation modeling has been de-
veloped in our research group1. To study the effect of infrared and combination mi-
crowave+infrared oven parameters in greater detail, the formulation for microwave com-
bination heating developed in Chapters 2-4 can be coupled with the full radiation model.
For shorter heating times, properties (dielectric, radiation and thermal) can be consid-
ered to be constant and the formulation in Chapter 2 can be used without significant
increase in complexity.
For variable properties that need to be considering for longer heating times (still as-
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suming negligible moisture loss), the formulation in Chapter 3 can be used along with
the full radiation model. However, additional complexities will have to be incorpo-
rated. The present radiation model1 has been developed in FLUENT and the coupled
electromagnetics-heat transfer model has been developed in COMSOL Script. Compat-
ibility issues and coupling between the two codes have to be considered. If temperature
changes would change radiation properties significantly, the FLUENT module would
have to be called from inside the COMSOL Script code to update the radiation solution
after every few time steps.
Coupling the most comprehensive combination heating model (Chapter 4) with ra-
diant heating module would be the most challenging. The problem size will be huge as
well as coupling of FLUENT and COMSOL would have to be considered. Figure A.2
illustrates the proposed framework for the simulations.
A.3 Combination microwave heating with jet impingement using
turbulence modeling inside the oven
Another combination heating technique involves using microwaves with jet impinge-
ment. A number of computational studies have been done in the past2 but there has
been no work on combination microwave+jet impingement heating with fundamental
modeling of all the different physics involved. To study the process comprehensively,
a conjugate problem needs to be solved that includes modeling of turbulent airflow in-
side the oven cavity and multiphase porous media transport inside the sample along
with full electromagnetic modeling of microwave heating. For this problem, again the
framework developed in this work (Chapters 2-4) can be used for modeling combination
heating and can be coupled with a turbulence model such as the standard k    model,
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Radiative heat exchange (3D)
oven+sample
Electromagnetics (3D)
oven+sample
Transport (3D)
(sample only)
Governing equations:
Maxwell’s equations of 
electromagnetics
Governing equations
Boundary conditions:
Perfect electric conductor
(oven walls)
Input parameters
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (GMRES solver)
Microwave heating term
Solution:
Finite element method using
COMSOL (PARDISO solver)
Initial conditions
Boundary conditions
Conservation of momentum:
liquid and gas phases
Conservation of mass
Gas
AirVapor
Water
Phase Change
Conservation of energy:
solid, liquid and gas phases
COMSOL Script-
FLUENT
coupling
Coupling parameters- COMSOL Script
Properties, mesh, solver
Governing equations:
Radiative Transport Equation,
RTE
Boundary conditions:
- oven walls
- sample surface
-glass
Solution:
Finite volume method using
FLUENT
Figure A.2: Flow chart showing the coupling between the different physics and the
solution methodology.
which is available in COMSOL, to account for airflow due to jet impingement inside the
oven cavity. The model developed for turbulent airflow in the upper airway can be used
as a reference3.
A.4 Study of microwave thawing
Microwave thawing is a process in which rapid change of thermal and dielectric prop-
erties of the sample takes place when the sample is heated using microwaves. Mathe-
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matically it is identical to the problem solved in Chapter 3. The only difference being
that the dielectric properties change at a much faster rate during thawing as the sample
changes phase from solid to liquid. Therefore, the update the EM solution needs to be
carried out at a much faster rate. In the preliminary work on microwave thawing that we
started, we had to use an update interval as small as 1 s to accurately model the process.
A.5 Computational framework for other applications
With the availability of a comprehensive modeling framework that includes a number of
different fundamental physical phenomena (electromagnetics, complex transport, solid
mechanics) from this work, possibilities for using the models are broad and exciting
and they can be used for detailed study of a wide range of problems. The modeling
framework is fundamental physics based and can be applied directly to generic porous
media based applications such as modeling of fuel cells, digesters, biosensors, ground-
water flow, reservoir flow (oil/gas/water flow, CO2 sequestration, etc.) and biomedical
applications (drug delivery, thermal therapy, etc.).
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